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Overview of Freemasonry 

Prepared by Wanda Alger, September 2013 
 

To become a Mason, the initiate goes through the “Blue Lodge” which is 3 separate “degrees” of 
advancement. The Blue Lodge is the foundation of all Freemasonry organizations. 
 
The First Degree is the Entered Apprentice where the initiate is “entered”. 
Second Degree is Fellow Craft where the initiate is “passed”. 
Third Degree is Master Mason where the initiate is “raised”. 
 
Most Masons don’t go past the Blue Lodge and are many times unaware of the underlying agenda 
they have bound themselves to. After the Blue Lodge, you can progress further into either the York 
or Scottish Rites including additional offshoots of each degree. The closer you get to the 33rd 
degree, the more information is revealed about the god behind Freemasonry which is Lucifer 
(many other pagan names are given in earlier degrees). 
 
Quotes from General Albert Pike, Grand Commander, Sovereign Pontiff of Universal Freemasonry 

(considered to be the authority and leader of Freemasonry in this century): 
 
(On the real “god” behind Freemasonry): 
Giving instructions to the 23 supreme councils of the world: 
 
“That which we must say to the crowd is, we worship a god, but it is the god one adores without 
superstition. To you sovereign grand inspector general, we say this and you may repeat it to the 
brethren of the 32nd, 31st and 30th degrees - the Masonic religion should be by all of us initiates of 
the high degrees, maintained in the purity of the luciferian doctrine. If lucifer were not god, would 
Adonay (the God of the Christians) whose deeds prove cruelty, perfidy and hatred of man, 
barbarism and repulsion for science, would Adonay and His priests, calumniate Him? Yes, lucifer is 
god, and unfortunately Adonay is also God, for the eternal law is that there is no light without 
shade, no beauty without ugliness, no white without black, for the absolute can only exist as two 
gods. darkness being necessary for light to serve as its foil, as the pedestal is necessary to the 
statue, and the brake to the locomotive.  Thus, the doctrine of Satanism is heresy, and the true and 
pure philosophical religion is the belief in lucifer, the equal of Adonay, but lucifer, god of light and 
god of good, is struggling for humanity against Adonay, the god of darkness and evil” 
 
(Recorded by A.C. De La Rive, La Femme et L’enfant dans La Franc-Maconnerie Universelle, Page 588. Cited from ‘The 
question of freemasonry (2nd edition 1986 by Edward Decker pp12-14) 
 

(On the intentional deception for those entering the Blue Lodge): 
“Part of the symbols (in the Blue Lodge) are displayed there to the initiate, but he is intentionally 
misled by false interpretations. It is not intended that he shall understand them; but it is intended 
that he shall imagine he understands them." (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma," page 819) 
 
"There must always be a commonplace interpretation for the mass of initiates, of the symbols that 
are eloquent to the Adepts." (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma," page 819) [The "Adept" are Thirty-
Third Degree and above.] 
 
 



The journey of the Freemason is to climb the ladder (Jacobs ladder) in the degrees in order to 
learn the secrets of the mysteries of the Universe. The higher one goes the more honor, authority 
and power is given to the mason who has been so chosen to ascend. 
 
There are Two Faces of Freemasonry:  Public (above ground) and Private (underground) 
 
Public Face:  Believes in a “Supreme Being” 
Private Face: Believes in Universalism (all gods are invited - Universalists)  

Freemasons do not allow the name of Jesus to be used in the Lodge. 
 
Public Face: Claims to improve oneself and help fellow man 
Private Face:  Aim is to “enlighten” its initiates to learn the “secret mysteries” of the Universe 
 
Public Face:  “Not a religion…reaches across all religious traditions” 
Private Face:  IS a religion due to its oaths, doctrines/tenets, rituals, worship practices, etc. 
 
Public Face: Not a cult or secret sect because of all the literature available 
Private Face: - They are bound, upon oath, to keep secrets, therefore they can’t admit it. 

Also, upon passing the 3rd degree of the Blue Lodge they learn that the higher they go in 
the degrees, the more secrets they learn which are unattainable to the first initiates. 

 
Public Face: Told that the organization was started mid 1700’s through a gild of stone masons as a 
way to hone their “craft” 
Private Face:  The term “Freemasonry” originated around then, but the belief system can be 
traced all the way back to the Crusades and even further to the pagan religions of Egypt, India and 
mainly ISLAM. 
 
Public Face: The symbolism and dress is purely “fun” and illustrates their loyalty to one another 
and their craft. 
Private Face:  The symbolism draws from ancient pagan rituals which represent core beliefs in 
humanism, deism, Gnosticism and other occultic teachings. (Example: The cross is astronomical, 
pointing 4 directions to the universe – NOT a symbol of Jesus’ atoning work)   
 
Public Face: Laying cornerstones “blesses” businesses, schools, churches 
Private Face: Laying cornerstones, with their rituals and oaths, places a spiritual claim on the land 
and place it under the Masonic obligations. 
 
The Ceremonial Ritual of Hiram Abiff – Third Degree Master Mason 
 

Who is Hiram Abiff? 

Hiram Abiff is an actual biblical figure in I Kings 5. He was the King of Tyre who helped 

Solomon build the Temple. Hiram was also the name of a craftsman that was sent to help 

design and fashion some of the intricate stone and jewel work of the Temple.  Freemasonry 

creates a fictional story of Hiram whereby he is unjustly murdered and raised back to life 

again.  The candidate takes on the identity of Hiram in order to understand the suffering 

and injustice done to him and looks to the Masonic brothers to “raise him back up” to life, 

again. 



These are the rituals that are performed along with the spiritual implications in acting these out: 
 

 At the time that he is led in the oath, the candidate is disoriented, blindfolded and has 

been stripped of all his clothes including his wedding ring. He has put on something similar 

to pajamas; with one leg rolled up and the shirt half off his torso. He has had a rope put 

around his neck with which to be led around during the initiation ritual. He has been told 

that he is in darkness and must depend on Masonry to give him light.   

o Spiritually: He takes on a spirit of poverty, admitting to his spiritual blindness and 

the need for the Masons to show him the light.  He has also removed any indication 

of previous covenant relationships in removing the wedding ring. He will eventually 

be obligated to keep secrets from his wife as a part of the oath. The “cable tow” 

rope around his neck will serve to bind him to the Masonic spirit – as a leash. 

 The second degree apron is worn over the pauper's clothing.  

o Spiritually – The aprons are fashioned after lambskin aprons serving to counterfeit 

the Lamb of God as the spiritual “covering” for their trade. 

 The blue blindfold, called a “hoodwink”, is placed over the candidate's eyes.  

o Spiritually: Not only opens door to spiritual blindness but also deception and an 

inability to perceive truth. 

 The blue 'cable tow rope' is wound 3 times around his body at the waist.  

o Spiritually: In the first degree, the rope is placed around his neck. In the second 

degree, around his left shoulder and in the third degree around the throat. This 

serves to “choke” the initiates true voice and ability to speak truth as well as opens 

the door to physical ailments in the throat and chest. The rope around the waist 

affects every internal organ, specifically the reproductive organs and womb in 

women, oftentimes leaving them barren. It serves to squeeze out the breath of God 

and can cause breathing problems and asthma. 

 Compass points are pressed against left and right breast (as a penalty for exposing the 

secrets of the Lodge) 

o Spiritually: Affects the physical heart bringing on heart issues and the fear of heart 

attacks.   

 Two swords are pressed in a 'V' against the kidneys.  

o Spiritually places a curse on these organs 

 During the ritual, the candidate as Hiram Abiiff is attacked by three Juwes (Joo-ees) who kill 

him by three violent blows to the body and head (or sometimes all three blows are to the 

head, right and left temples and forehead). The first blow is with a 24" gauge to the throat, 

the second with a square to the chest and the third (death blow) with a maul to the head. 

The candidate then falls onto an open stretcher and is shown a black coffin shaped cloth 

with skull and bones, and is then buried temporarily under the temple rubbish, then moved 

to burial under the Acacia tree. 

o Spiritually: These actions affect the head bringing confusion, double-mindedness 

and even migraines or other head injuries. It also produces a fear of death and 

darkness along with many other fears and insecurities. 



 In the ritual the candidate is attempted to be raised back to life by the 1st degree secret 

grip but this fails. The second degree grip also fails, and it is then that the worshipful 

master, impersonating King Solomon, steps forward and applying the third degree 'lion's 

paw' grip succeeds in raising the candidate from death into new life in Freemasonry. The 

candidate is then given the five points of fellowship: Foot to foot, knee to knee, breast to 

breast, hand to mouth and mouth to ear.  

o Spiritually: Handshakes (grips) are what secretly identifies a fellow mason in order 

to show favor. Masonic oaths trump laws of the land and any oath to an official 

office. Example: Even if a fellow Mason is guilty of a crime, another Mason who is a 

prosecutor or judge is bound, by his Masonic oath, to set him free.  The secret 

passwords open the door to witchcraft as they are names of pagan gods.) 

 At this point the Grand Masonic Word 'Mah-hah-bone' is revealed under penalty of death 

of revealed, as is the secret word 'Machaben' 

o These are names of pagan gods and demonic spirits. 

 During the oath taking the candidate will have held the 'Volume of Sacred Law' (VSL) which 

for most UK/USA Blue Lodges would be the Bible.  

o Spiritually: This mocks and desecrates Holy Scripture in the use of this ungodly ritual. 

It opens the door to an inability to understand the Word of God. Note that other 

texts are also used including the Koran, Hindu Bible, etc. 

 

The Worshipful Master closes the ritual with these words: 

Then, finally my brethren, let us imitate our Grand Master, Hiram Abiff, in his virtuous conduct, his 

unfeigned piety to God, and his inflexible fidelity to his trust; that, like him, we may welcome the 

grim tyrant, Death, and receive him as a kind messenger sent by our Supreme Grand Master, to 

translate us from this imperfect to that all-perfect, glorious, and celestial Lodge above, where the 

Supreme Architect of the Universe presides. 

“The meaning of the ritual is obvious to those who are not blinded by Satan.  Freemasons are 

encouraged to imitate Hiram Abiff so that they may get into heaven.  Some Masons attempt to 

view this as representing the death, burial and resurrection of  Jesus.  However, even if the name 

Jesus Christ were substituted for Hiram Abiff, this teaching would still be a false of 

salvation.  Nowhere in Scripture does it state that we should imitate Jesus to get into 

heaven.  What is required for salvation is faith in Jesus Christ.  Notice that Masonic ritual 

substitutes imitation for faith and Hiram Abif for Jesus Christ.” (From www.emfj.org – Ex-Masons 

for Jesus) 

 

  

http://www.emfj.org/


There are also penalties with each of the obligations (Nevada ritual, circa 1984): 

"To all of which I do solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, without any hesitation, mental 
reservation, or secret evasion of mind in me whatsoever; binding myself under no less a penalty 
than that of having…. 

Entered Apprentice Degree: "...my throat cut across, my tongue torn out, and with my body buried 
in the sands of the sea at low-water mark, where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four 
hours, should I ever knowingly or willfully violate this, my solemn Obligation of an Entered 
Apprentice." 

Fellow Craft Degree: "...my left breast torn open, my heart and vitals taken thence, and with my 
body given as a prey to the vultures of the air, should I ever knowingly, or willfully, violate this, my 
solemn Obligation of a Fellow Craft.";  

Master Mason Degree: "...my body severed in twain, my bowels taken thence, and with my body 
burned to ashes, and the ashes thereof scattered to the four winds of Heaven, that there might 
remain neither track, trace nor remembrance among man or Masons of so vile and perjured a 
wretch as I should be, should I ever knowingly or willfully violate this, my solemn Obligation of a 
Master Mason." 

And the ending for each of these obligations is: "So help me, God, and make me steadfast to keep 
and perform the same." (Also used is “So mote it be” – the same phrase used in witchcraft) 

What the Bible says about taking oaths: 

Again you have heard that the ancients were told, ‘You shall not make false vows, but shall fulfill 
your vows to the Lord.’ But I say to you, make no oath at all, either by heaven, for it is the throne of 
God, or by the earth, for it is the footstool of His feet, or by Jerusalem, for it is the city of the great 
King. Nor shall you make an oath by your head, for you cannot make one hair white or black. But 
let you statement be ‘Yes, yes’, or ‘No, no’: and anything beyond these is of evil.   (Matthew 5:33-
37) 

But above all, my brethren, do not swear, either by heaven or by earth or with any other oath, but 
let your yes be yes and your no, no; so that you may not fall under judgment. (James 5:12) 

Nor shall you make an oath by your head, for you cannot make one hair white or black. (Matt. 
5:36) 

According to these New Testament passages, we are to swear no oaths at all. Additionally, 
according to the 5th commandment, future generations will be affected by these oaths and 
curses until someone repents and renounces the oaths: 

“For I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to 
the third and fourth generations of those who hate Me, but showing mercy to thousands, to those 
who love Me and keep My commandments.”  (Exodus 20:5-6)  



Eye-Opening Statements on Freemasonry 
(From www.Jubilleeresources.org)   

“If true religion is thus to be narrowed down to salvation in no other name under heaven ((than Jesus 

Christ), and St. Paul’s words to this effect be understood in a spirit of bigoted literalness, then any such 

‘Christian’ must indeed be straining his conscience to the breaking point by accepting initiation into the 

broader and deeper mysteries of Freemasonry. I, for one, can never understand how any (Christian) … 

can become a Freemason without suffering from spiritual schizophrenia” 
(“Light Invisible,” p. 24, by Vindex, famous British Masonic author) 

“For every Masonic writer who says that Freemasonry is not a religion, there are five Masonic writers 

who claim that it is a pagan religion. While they may disagree as to which pagan religion, they are all 

agreed that Christianity is wrong and its teachings must not be allowed in the Lodge.” 
(“The Origins and Teachings of Freemasonry,” p. 115, by Dr. Robert Morey) 

“A considerable amount of excision was necessitated by the alteration of the clause in the (Masonic) 

Constitution which changed Masonry from a Christian to a non-Christian basis… Anything Christian was 

eliminated.”  (“The Higher Degree Handbook,” p. 25, by J.S.M. Ward, 33o Masonic Historian.) 

“We see that Christ is not a unique personage, but the first-fruit – the promise of man-made perfect… to 

attain the Christ-state is salvation.”  (“Ancient Mysteries & Modern Freemasonry,” by C. H. Vail, 33o Masonic Authority.) 

“It is far more important that men should strive to become Christs than that they should believe that 

Jesus was the Christ.”  (“The Secret Doctrine,” J. D. Buck, M.D., 33o Masonic Historian.) 

“The ancient wisdom declares that every man, as an immortal soul, is his own saviour, because if he 

does not save himself then he will not be saved, and this is the view of modern Masonry – man is the 

builder of his own immortal soul by both faith and works within the Lodge of his own body.” 
(“The Meaning of Masonry,” p. 93, by Lynn F. Perkins, 33o Masonic Authority.) 

“While many present day Masons may scoff at the mention of astrology in connection with 

Freemasonry, the fact remains beyond dispute that much of its symbolism is of astrologic origin and 

cannot be otherwise explained,”  (“The Lost Word, Its Hidden Meaning.” p. 37 by George H. Steinmetz, 33o Masonic Authority.) 

“The prevailing Masonic opinion is that the Bible is only a symbol of Divine Will, Law or Revelation, and 

not that its contents are Divine Law, inspired or revealed. So far, no responsible authority has held that 

a Freemason must believe the Bible or any part of it.” 
(“Masonic Encyclopedia,” p. 520, Henry W. Coil, 33o Masonic Authority.) 

“The degrees of initiation are but the degrees of the evolution of the God in man.” (p. 190) “As the 

Master Mason labors in accordance with his vows, he slowly weaves this spotless robe out of the 

transmuted energy of his efforts.”  (“The Lost Keys of Freemasonry,” p. 90, Manley P. Hall, 33o Masonic Authority.) 

“Masonry does not preach a new religion… Drop the theological barnacles from the religion of Jesus, as 

taught by Him, and by the Essenes and Gnostics of the first centuries, and it becomes Masonry. 

Masonry in its purity, derived from the old Hebrew Kabbalah as part of the Great Universal Wisdom 



Religion of remotest antiquity.”  (“Symbolism of Freemasonry,” pps. 66-67, J.D. Buck, M.D., 33o Masonic Authority.) NOTE: The 

Kabbalah is widely recognized as one of the best known books of Occultism. 

(From www.masonicworld.com)  

Masonry does not specify the type of future life, nor the dogma or doctrine that is to be followed.  Blue 

Lodge Masonry pledges belief in "future life," but not in "immortal life." Scottish Rite Masonry holds the 

soul to be immortal, but does not postulate the soul's mode of existence hereafter. Some of our degrees 

are likened to degrees of the Ancient Mysteries…We use Hebrew symbolisms and discipline; the Druse 

combination of Hebrew, Mohammedan and Christian, and the Christian symbolism, for Masonry is a 

faith universal, sharing the beliefs that are common to all great religions, of God, future life, earthly duty, 

and personal rectitude.  (Taken from “The Mystery Degrees” at www.masonicworld.com)  

 

 

Our forebears, the operative masons, were men who built the majestic cathedrals of Europe to 

honour Jesus of Nazareth, who was of humble origin and who, most certainly, would not feel at 

home in some of the beautiful edifices erected in his honour. Indeed, many of the intricate 

ceremonies conducted in those cathedrals would be completely foreign to him.  Let us remember 

that his public ministry lasted but three short years, and all he left behind him were eleven followers 

who had to meet in secret, because they feared the wrath of both the people and the governments.  
(From “The Mists of Antiquity” at www.masonicworld.com)  

 

 

Thus, by the very honor which Masonry pays to the Bible, it teaches us to revere every Book of Faith in 

which men find help for today and hope for the morrow.  For that reason, in a Lodge consisting entirely 

of Jews, the Old Testament alone may be placed upon the Altar, and in a Lodge in the land of 

Mohammed the Koran may be used.  Whether it be the Gospels of the Christian, the Book of the Law of 

the Hebrew, the Koran of the Mussulman, or the Vedas of the Hindu; it everywhere Masonically 

conveys the same idea - symbolizing the Will of God revealed to man, taking such faith and vision as he 

has found into a great fellowship of the seekers and finders of the truth.  (From “The Bible” at 

www.masonicworld.com)  
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The Spirit Behind Freemasonry 
 
Genesis 2:16-17 
And the Lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you 
must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will 
certainly die.” 
 
Genesis 3:5 (Satan speaking to Eve): 
“For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, 
knowing good and evil.” 
 

- Satan's identity is wrapped up in his knowledge of good and evil.  
His goal is to entice others to follow him in pursuing this forbidden knowledge. 

 
Isaiah 14:10-15 (Familiar passage associated with Lucifer): 
” All your pomp has been brought down to the grave, along with the noise of your harps; maggots 
are spread out beneath you and worms cover you. How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, 
son of the dawn! You have been cast down to the earth, you who once laid low the nations! 
You said in your heart, “I will ascend to the heavens; I will raise my throne above the stars of God; 
I will sit enthroned on the mount of assembly, on the utmost heights of Mount Zaphon. 
I will ascend above the tops of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High.” 
But you are brought down to the realm of the dead, to the depths of the pit." 
 
Ezekiel 28:13-18 (Another passage describing Lucifer’s fall): 
"You were in Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone adorned you: carnelian, chrysolite and 
emerald, topaz, onyx and jasper, lapis lazuli, turquoise and beryl. Your settings and mountings 
were made of gold; on the day you were created they were prepared. You were anointed as a 
guardian cherub, for so I ordained you. You were on the holy mount of God; you walked among the 
fiery stones. You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created till wickedness was 
found in you. Through your widespread trade you were filled with violence, and you sinned. So I 
drove you in disgrace from the mount of God, and I expelled you, guardian cherub, from among the 
fiery stones. Your heart became proud on account of your beauty, and you corrupted your wisdom 
because of your splendor. 
 
The spirit of Lucifer and how it influences Freemasonry: 
- Pride of position and skill 
- Pride in appearance (regalia including jewels, medallions and settings) 
- Arrogance in knowledge and information  
- Haughty and puffed up; Deceptive and cunning 
- Corrupted knowledge of the spiritual realm 
- Hates the mention of Jesus (extremely jealous) 
 
The evil spirit behind Freemasonry seeks to convince the candidates to pursue supernatural 
knowledge as “mysteries” that will, presumably, give them power and salvation through self-
effort. 
 
 
 



 

How This Affects Us as Believers and the Church 
 

- Every ungodly oath spoken and every action taken opens the door to a demonic spirit to 

work in that specific area (head, throat, breathing, relationships, finances, children, etc.) 

- Manifests as counterfeits, especially in the supernatural realm and manifestations (there 

will be a spirit of pride attached to the manifestation – an underlying desire to be seen and 

acknowledged for “revelation”) 

- Many illnesses and health issues may be tied to the root of Freemasonry (if every other 

prayer has not worked, it could be because there is still a legal right in place rooted in 

Freemasonry). 

 

(Page 61 of “Freemasonry: All You Need to Know…”)   

“There are in fact covenants that provide protection for demons. If you are trying to evict a 

demonic intruder who is resistant, it may be that there is a covenant providing protection for that 

evil spirit. If there is an unholy alliance between jealousy and death, the victim spirit, or 

Freemasonry, a lot of time could be spent commanding, rejecting and renouncing, without result 

because their unholy alliances do indeed afford the demons some level of protection. A 

covenant that was voluntarily entered into by two parties is allowed to stand; regardless of the 

pain it causes one party or the other, unless there is a law that supersedes it.”  

 

- When leaders are subject to this spirit, it poisons the whole Body. Manifests in control, 

manipulation and subjugation to the leaders’ demands. 

- Cornerstones that are laid within a community defile the land and gives legal access to the 

controlling spirit of the one (or organization) making the claim. 

- Causes deception to be rampant within the Church – people are “hoodwinked” and 

blinded to spiritual realities and especially the spiritual realm. 

- Weakens our spiritual authority in prayer over any Religious Spirit if we, ourselves, are still 

bound to it! 

- Brings curses upon future generations 

 

Proper Response 

 

- Repent for our forefathers’ sins and for our own blindness to the problem. 

- Speak forgiveness to those who opened the doors 

- Renounce the specific oaths and vows taken to break their power 

- Invite the Holy Spirit to cleanse, heal and restore the land of our hearts and bodies.  

  



PRAYER OF RELEASE for 
FREEMASONS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS 

(From www.Jubileeresources.org) 

  
If you were once a member of a Masonic organization or are a descendant of someone who was, we 
recommend that you pray through this prayer from your heart. Please don’t be like the Masons who are 
given their obligations and oaths one line at a time and without prior knowledge of the requirements. 
Please read it through first so you know what is involved. 

It is best to pray this aloud with a Christian witness present. We suggest a brief pause following each 
paragraph to allow the Holy Spirit to show any related issues which may require attention. 

A significant number of people also reported having experienced physical and spiritual healings as 
diverse as long-term headaches and epilepsy as the result of praying through this prayer. Christian 
counselors and pastors in many countries have been using this prayer in counseling situations and 
seminars for several years, with real and significant results. 

Some language could be described as ‘quaint Old English’ and are the real terms used in the Masonic 
ritual. The legal renunciation opens the way for spiritual, emotional and physical healing to take place. 

 

The Prayer of Release 

“Father God, creator of heaven and earth, I come to you in the name of Jesus Christ your Son. I come 

as a sinner seeking forgiveness and cleansing from all sins committed against you, and others made in 

your image. I honour my earthly father and mother and all of my ancestors of flesh and blood, and of 

the spirit by adoption and godparents, but I utterly turn away from and renounce all their sins. I forgive 

all my ancestors for the effects of their sins on me and my children. I confess and renounce all of my 

own sins, known and unknown. I renounce and rebuke Satan and every spiritual power of his affecting 

me and my family, in the name of Jesus Christ. 

True Holy Creator God, in the name of the True Lord Jesus Christ, in accordance with Jude 8-10; 

Psalm 82:1 and 2 Chronicles 18, I request you to move aside all Celestial Beings, including 

Principalities, Powers and Rulers, and to forbid them to harass, intimidate or retaliate against me and all 

participants in this ministry today. 

I also ask that you prevent and forbid these beings, of whatever rank, from sending any level of spiritual 

evil as retaliation against any of those here, or our families, our ministries, or possessions. 

I renounce and annul every covenant made with Death by my ancestors or myself, including every 

agreement made with Sheol, and I renounce the refuge of lies and falsehoods which have been hidden 

behind. 



In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I renounce and forsake all involvement in Freemasonry or any 

other lodge, craft or occultism by my ancestors and myself. I also renounce and break the code of 

silence enforced by Freemasonry and the Occult on my family and myself. I renounce and repent of all 

pride and arrogance which opened the door for the slavery and bondage of Freemasonry to afflict my 

family and me. I now shut every door of witchcraft and deception operating in my life and seal it closed 

with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. I renounce every covenant, every blood covenant and every 

alliance with Freemasonry or the spiritual powers behind it made by my family or me. 

In the name of Jesus Christ, I rebuke, renounce and bind Witchcraft, the principal spirit behind 

Freemasonry, and I renounce and rebuke Baphomet, the Spirit of Antichrist and the spirits of Death, 

and Deception. 

I renounce and rebuke the Spirit of Fides, the Roman goddess of Fidelity that seeks to hold all Masonic 

and occultic participants and their descendants in bondage, and I ask the One True Holy Creator God 

to give me the gift of Faith to believe in the True Lord Jesus Christ as described in the Word of God. 

I also renounce and rebuke the Spirit of Prostitution which the Word of God says has led members of 

Masonic and other Occultic organizations astray, and caused them to become unfaithful to the One 

True and Holy God. I now choose to return and become faithful to the God of the Bible, the God of 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the Father of Jesus Christ, who I now declare is my Lord and Saviour. 

I renounce the insecurity, the love of position and power, the love of money, avarice or greed, and the 

pride which would have led my ancestors into Masonry. I renounce all the fears which held them in 

Masonry, especially the fears of death, fears of men, and fears of trusting, in the name of Jesus Christ. 

I renounce every position held in the lodge by any of my ancestors or myself, including “Master,” 

“Worshipful Master,” or any other occultic title. I renounce the calling of any man “Master,” for Jesus 

Christ is my only master and Lord, and He forbids anyone else having that title. I renounce the 

entrapping of others into Masonry, and observing the helplessness of others during the rituals. I 

renounce the effects of Masonry passed on to me through any female ancestor who felt distrusted and 

rejected by her husband as he entered and attended any lodge and refused to tell her of his secret 

activities. I also renounce all obligations, oaths and curses enacted by every female member of my 

family through any direct membership of all Women’s Orders of Freemasonry, the Order of the Eastern 

Star, or any other Masonic or occultic organization. 

All participants should now be invited to sincerely 

carry out in faith the following actions: 

1. Symbolically remove the blindfold (hoodwink) and give it to the Lord for 

disposal; 

2. In the same way, symbolically remove the veil of mourning, to make way 

to receive the Joy of the Lord: 



3. Symbolically cut and remove the noose from around the neck, gather it 

up with the cabletow running down the body and give it all to the Lord 

for His disposal; 

4. Renounce the false Freemasonry marriage covenant, removing from the 

4th finger of the right hand the ring of this false marriage covenant, 

giving it to the Lord to dispose of it; 

5. Symbolically remove the chains and bondages of Freemasonry from your 

body; 

6. Symbolically remove all Freemasonry regalia, including collars, gauntlets 

and armour, especially the Apron with its snake clasp, to make way for 

the Belt of Truth; 

7. Remove the slipshod slippers, to make way for the shoes of the Gospel of 

Peace; 

8. Symbolically remove the ball and chain from the ankles. 

9. Invite participants to repent of and seek forgiveness for having walked 

on all unholy ground, including Freemasonry lodges and temples, 

including any Mormon or any other occultic/Masonic organisations. 

10. Proclaim that Satan and his demons no longer have any legal rights to 

mislead and manipulate the person seeking help. 

33rd & Supreme Degree 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the 

supreme Thirty-Third Degree of Freemasonry, the Grand Sovereign Inspector General. I renounce the 

secret passwords, DEMOLAY-HIRUM ABIFF, FREDERICK OF PRUSSIA, MICHA, MACHA, BEALIM, 

and ADONAI, and all their occultic and Masonic meanings. I renounce all of the obligations of every 

Masonic degree, and all penalties invoked. 

I renounce and utterly forsake The Great Architect Of The Universe, who is revealed in the this degree 

as Lucifer, and his false claim to be the universal fatherhood of God. I reject the Masonic view of deity 

because it does not square with the revelation of the One True and Holy Creator God of the Bible. 

I renounce the cable-tow around the neck. I renounce the death wish that the wine drunk from a human 

skull should turn to poison and the skeleton whose cold arms are invited if the oath of this degree is 

violated. I renounce the three infamous assassins of their grand master, law, property and religion, and 

the greed and witchcraft involved in the attempt to manipulate and control the rest of mankind. 

In the name of God the Father, Jesus Christ the Son, and the Holy Spirit, I renounce and break the 

curses and iniquities involved in the idolatry, blasphemy, secrecy and deception of Freemasonry at 

every level, and I appropriate the Blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse all the consequences of these from 

my life. I now revoke all previous consent given by any of my ancestors or myself to be deceived. 

 
 



Blue Lodge 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the 

First or Entered Apprentice Degree, especially their effects on the throat and tongue. I renounce the 

Hoodwink blindfold and its effects on spirit, emotions and eyes, including all confusion, fear of the dark, 

fear of the light, and fear of sudden noises. I renounce the blinding of spiritual truth, the darkness of the 

soul, the false imagination, condescension and the spirit of poverty caused by the ritual of this degree. I 

also renounce the usurping of the marriage covenant by the removal of the wedding ring. I renounce the 

secret word, BOAZ, and it’s Masonic meaning. I renounce the serpent clasp on the apron, and the spirit 

of Python which it brought to squeeze the spiritual life out of me. 

I renounce the ancient pagan teaching from Babylon and Egypt and the symbolism of the First Tracing 

Board. I renounce the mixing and mingling of truth and error, the mythology, fabrications and lies taught 

as truth, and the dishonesty by leaders as to the true understanding of the ritual, and the blasphemy of 

this degree of Freemasonry. 

I renounce the breaking of five of God’s Ten Commandments during participation in the rituals of the 

Blue Lodge degrees. I renounce the presentation to every compass direction, for all the Earth is the 

Lord’s, and everything in it. I renounce the cabletow noose around the neck, the fear of choking and 

also every spirit causing asthma, hayfever, emphysema or any other breathing difficulty. I renounce the 

ritual dagger, or the compass point, sword or spear held against the breast, the fear of death by 

stabbing pain, and the fear of heart attack from this degree, and the absolute secrecy demanded under 

a witchcraft oath and sealed by kissing the Volume of the Sacred Law. I also renounce kneeling to the 

false deity known as the Great Architect of the Universe, and humbly ask the One True God to forgive 

me for this idolatry, in the name of Jesus Christ. 

I renounce the pride of proven character and good standing required prior to joining Freemasonry, and 

the resulting self-righteousness of being good enough to stand before God without the need of a 

saviour. I now pray for healing of… (throat, vocal cords, nasal passages, sinus, bronchial tubes etc.) for 

healing of the speech area, and the release of the Word of God to me and through me and my family. 

Second or Fellow Craft Degree of Masonry 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the 

Second or Fellow Craft Degree of Masonry, especially the curses on the heart and chest. I renounce 

the secret words SHIBBOLETH and JACHIN, and all their Masonic meaning. I renounce the ancient 

pagan teaching and symbolism of the Second Tracing Board. I renounce the Sign of Reverence to the 

Generative Principle. I cut off emotional hardness, apathy, indifference, unbelief, and deep anger from 

me and my family. In the name of Jesus’ Christ I pray for the healing of …(the chest/lung/heart area) 

and also for the healing of my emotions, and ask to be made sensitive to the Holy Spirit of God. 

 

Third or Master Mason Degree 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the 

Third or Master Mason Degree, especially the curses on the stomach and womb area. I renounce the 

secret words TUBAL CAIN and MAHA BONE, and all their Masonic meaning. I renounce the ancient 



pagan teaching and symbolism of the Third Tracing Board used in the ritual. I renounce the Spirit of 

Death from the blows to the head enacted as ritual murder, the fear of death, false martyrdom, fear of 

violent gang attack, assault, or rape, and the helplessness of this degree. I renounce the falling into the 

coffin or stretcher involved in the ritual of murder. 

In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce Hiram Abiff, the false saviour of Freemasons revealed in this 

degree. I renounce the false resurrection of this degree, because only Jesus Christ is the Resurrection 

and the Life! 

I renounce the pagan ritual of the “Point within a Circle” with all its bondages and phallus worship. I 

renounce the symbol “G” and its veiled pagan symbolism and bondages. I renounce the occultic 

mysticism of the black and white mosaic chequered floor with the tessellated boarder and five-pointed 

blazing star. 

I renounce the All-Seeing Third Eye of Freemasonry or Horus in the forehead and its pagan and occult 

symbolism. I rebuke and reject every spirit of divination which allowed this occult ability to operate. 

Action: Put your hand over your forehead.) I now close that Third eye and all occult ability to see into 

the spiritual realm, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and put my trust in the Holy Spirit sent by 

Jesus Christ for all I need to know on spiritual matters. I renounce all false communions taken, all 

mockery of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary, all unbelief, confusion and 

depression. I renounce and forsake the lie of Freemasonry that man is not sinful, but merely imperfect, 

and so can redeem himself through good works. I rejoice that the Bible states that I cannot do a single 

thing to earn my salvation, but that I can only be saved by grace through faith in Jesus Christ and what 

He accomplished on the Cross of Calvary. 

I renounce all fear of insanity, anguish, death wishes, suicide and death in the name of Jesus Christ. 

Death was conquered by Jesus Christ, and He alone holds the keys of death and hell, and I rejoice that 

He holds my life in His hands now. He came to give me life abundantly and eternally, and I believe His 

promises. 

I renounce all anger, hatred, murderous thoughts, revenge, retaliation, spiritual apathy, false religion, all 

unbelief, especially unbelief in the Holy Bible as God’s Word, and all compromise of God’s Word. I 

renounce all spiritual searching into false religions, and all striving to please God. I rest in the 

knowledge that I have found my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and that He has found me. 

In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the healing of… (the stomach, gall bladder, womb, liver, and any 

other organs of my body affected by Masonry), and I ask for a release of compassion and 

understanding for me and my family. 

York Rite 
I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the York Rite Degrees 

of Masonry. I renounce the Mark Lodge, and the mark in the form of squares and angles which marks 

the person for life. I also reject the jewel or occult talisman which may have been made from this mark 



sign and worn at lodge meetings; <br. 

the Mark Master Degree with its secret word JOPPA, and its penalty of having the right ear smote off 

and the curse of permanent deafness, as well as the right hand being chopped off for being an 

imposter. 

I also renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the other York 

Rite Degrees, including Past Master, with the penalty of having my tongue split from tip to root; <br. 

and of the Most Excellent Master Degree, in which the penalty is to have my breast torn open and my 

heart and vital organs removed and exposed to rot on the dung hill. 

Holy Royal Arch Degree 
In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities 

involved in the Holy Royal Arch Degree especially the oath regarding the removal of the head from the 

body and the exposing of the brains to the hot sun. I renounce the false secret name of God, 

JAHBULON, and declare total rejection of all worship of the false pagan gods, Bul or Baal, and On or 

Osiris. I also renounce the password, AMMI RUHAMAH and all it’s Masonic meaning. I renounce the 

false communion or Eucharist taken in this degree, and all the mockery, scepticism and unbelief about 

the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary. I cut off all these curses and their effects 

on me and my family in the name of Jesus Christ, and I pray for… (healing of the brain, the mind etc.) 

I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Royal Master 

Degree of the York Rite; the Select Master Degree with its penalty to have my hands chopped off to the 

stumps, to have my eyes plucked out from their sockets, and to have my body quartered and thrown 

among the rubbish of the Temple. 

I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Super Excellent 

Master Degree along with the penalty of having my thumbs cut off, my eyes put out, my body bound in 

fetters and brass, and conveyed captive to a strange land; and also of the Knights or Illustrious Order of 

the Red Cross, along with the penalty of having my house torn down and my being hanged on the 

exposed timbers. 

I renounce the Knights Templar Degree and the secret words of KEB RAIOTH, and also Knights of 

Malta Degree and the secret words MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ. 

I renounce the vows taken on a human skull, the crossed swords, and the curse and death wish of 

Judas of having the head cut off and placed on top of a church spire. I renounce the unholy communion 

and especially of drinking from a human skull in many Rites. 

 
Ancient & Accepted or Scottish Rite 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the American and Grand 

Orient Lodges, including of the Secret Master Degree, its secret passwords of ADONAI and ZIZA, and 



their occult meanings. I reject and renounce the worship of the pagan sun god as the Great Source of 

Light, and the crowning with laurel – sacred to Apollo, and the sign of secrecy in obedience to Horus; 

I renounce the oaths of the Perfect Master Degree, its secret password of MAH-HAH-BONE, and its 

penalty of being smitten to the Earth with a setting maul; 

I renounce the oaths of the Intimate Secretary Degree, its secret passwords of YEVA and JOABERT, 

and its penalties of having my body dissected, and of having my vital organs cut into pieces and thrown 

to the beasts of the field, and of the use of the nine-pointed star from the Kabbala and the worship of 

Phallic energy; 

I renounce the oaths of the Provost and Judge Degree, its secret password of HIRUM-TITO-CIVI-KY, 

and the penalty of having my nose cut off; 

I renounce the oaths of the Intendant of the Building Degree, of its secret password AKAR-JAI-JAH, 

and the penalty of having my eyes put out, my body cut in two and exposing my bowels; 

I renounce the oaths of the Elected Knights of the Nine Degree, its secret password NEKAM NAKAH, 

and its penalty of having my head cut off and stuck on the highest pole in the East; 

I renounce the oaths of the Illustrious Elect of Fifteen Degree, with its secret password ELIGNAM, and 

its penalties of having my body opened perpendicularly and horizontally, the entrails exposed to the air 

for eight hours so that flies may prey on them, and for my head to be cut off and placed on a high 

pinnacle; 

I renounce the oaths of the Sublime Knights elect of the Twelve Degree, its secret password STOLKIN-

ADONAI, and its penalty of having my hand cut in twain; 

I renounce the oaths of the Grand Master Architect Degree, its secret password RAB-BANAIM, and its 

penalties; 

I renounce the oaths of the Knight of the Ninth Arch of Solomon or Enoch Degree, its secret password 

JEHOVAH, it’s blasphemous use, its penalty of having my body given to the beasts of the forest as 

prey, and I also renounce the revelations from the Kabbala in this and subsequent degrees; 

I renounce the oaths of the Grand Elect, Perfect and Sublime Mason or Elu Degree, its secret password 

MARAH-MAUR-ABREK and IHUH, the penalty of having my body cut open and my bowels given to 

vultures for food, and I reject the Great Unknowable deity of this degree; 

  



Council of Princes of Jerusalem 
I renounce the oaths of the Knights of the East Degree, its secret password RAPH-O-DOM, and its 

penalties; 

 

I renounce the oaths of the Prince of Jerusalem Degree, its secret password TEBET-ADAR, and its 

penalty of being stripped naked and having my heart pierced with a ritual dagger; 

 
Chapter of the Rose Croix 
I renounce the oaths of the Knight of the East and West Degree, its secret password ABADDON, and 

its penalty of incurring the severe wrath of the Almighty Creator of Heaven and Earth. I also reject the 

Tetractys and its representation of the Sephiroth from the Kabbala and its false tree of life. I also reject 

the false anointing with oil and the proclamation that anyone so anointed is now worthy to open the 

Book of Seven Seals, because only the Lord Jesus Christ is worthy; 

 
18th Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Eighteenth Degree of 

Freemasonry, the Most Wise Sovereign Knight of the Pelican and the Eagle and Sovereign Prince Rose 

Croix of Heredom. I renounce and reject the false Jesus revealed in this degree because He doesn’t 

point to the light or the truth since the True Lord Jesus Christ is the Light of the World and the Truth. I 

renounce and reject the Pelican witchcraft spirit, as well as the occultic influence of the Rosicrucians 

and the Kabbala in this degree. 

I renounce the claim that the death of Jesus Christ was a “dire calamity,” and also the deliberate 

mockery and twisting of the Christian doctrine of the Atonement. I renounce the blasphemy and 

rejection of the deity of Jesus Christ, and the secret words IGNE NATURA RENOVATUR INTEGRA 

and its burning. I renounce the mockery of the communion taken in this degree, including a biscuit, salt 

and white wine. 

Council of Kadosh 
I renounce the inappropriate use of the title “Kadosh” used in these council degrees because it means 

“Holy” and it is here used in a unholy way. 

I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Grand Pontiff 

Degree, its secret password EMMANUEL, and its penalties; 

I renounce the oaths of the Grand Master of Symbolic Lodges or Ad Vitum Degree, its secret 

passwords JEKSON and STOLKIN, and the penalties invoked, and I also reject the pagan Phoenecian 

and Hindu deities revealed in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Patriarch Noachite or Prussian Knight Degree, its secret password PELEG, 

and its penalties; 



I renounce the oaths of the Knight of the Royal Axe or Prince of Libanus Degree, its secret password 

NOAH-BEZALEEL-SODONIAS, and its penalties; 

I renounce the oaths of the Chief of the Tabernacle Degree, its secret password URIEL-JEHOVAH, and 

its penalty that I agree the Earth should open up and engulf me up to my neck so I perish, and I also 

reject the false title of becoming a “Son of Light” in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Prince of the Tabernacle Degree, and its penalty to be stoned to death and 

have my body left above ground to rot. I also reject the claimed revelation of the mysteries of the 

Hebrew faith from the Kabbala, and the occultic and pagan Egyptian, Hindu, Mithraic, Dionysian and 

Orphic mysteries revealed and worshipped in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Knight of the Brazen Serpent Degree, its secret password MOSES-

JOHANNES, and its penalty to have my heart eaten by venomous serpents. I also reject the claimed 

revelation of the mysteries of the Islamic faith, I reject the insulting misquotations from the Koran, and 

the gift of a white turban in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Prince of Mercy Degree, its secret password GOMEL, JEHOVAH-JACHIN, 

and its penalty of condemnation and spite by the entire universe. I also reject the claimed revelation of 

the mysteries of the Christian religion because there are no such mysteries. I reject the Druid trinity of 

Odin, Frea and Thor revealed in this degree. I also reject the false baptism claimed for the purification 

of my soul to allow my soul to rejoin the universal soul of Buddhism, as taught in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Knight Commander of the Temple Degree, its secret password SOLOMON, 

and its penalty of receiving the severest wrath of Almighty God inflicted upon me. I also reject the 

claimed revelation of the mysteries of Numerology, Astrology and Alchemy and other occult sciences 

taught in this degree; 

I renounce the oaths of the Knight Commander of the Sun, or Prince Adept Degree, its secret password 

STIBIUM, and its penalties of having my tongue thrust through with a red-hot iron, of my eyes being 

plucked out, of my senses of smelling and hearing being removed, of having my hands cut off and in 

that condition to be left for voracious animals to devour me, or executed by lightning from heaven; 

I renounce the oaths of the Grand Scottish Knight of Saint Andrew or Patriarch of the Crusades Degree, 

its secret password NEKAMAH-FURLAC, and its penalties; 

Thirtieth Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirtieth Degree of Masonry, 

the Grand Knight Kadosh and Knight of the Black and White Eagle. I renounce the secret passwords, 

STIBIUM ALKABAR, PHARASH-KOH and all they mean. 

 
 



Thirty-First Degree of Masonry 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirty-First Degree of Masonry, 

the Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander. I renounce all the gods and goddesses of Egypt which are 

honoured in this degree, including Anubis with the jackel’s head, Osiris the Sun god, Isis the sister and 

wife of Osiris and also the moon goddess. I renounce the Soul of Cheres, the false symbol of 

immortality, the Chamber of the dead and the false teaching of reincarnation. 

 
 
Thirty-Second Degree of Masonry 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirty-Second Degree of 

Masonry, the Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret. I renounce the secret passwords, PHAAL/PHARASH-

KOL and all they mean. I renounce Masonry’s false trinitarian deity AUM, and its parts; Brahma the 

creator, Vishnu the preserver and Shiva the destroyer. I renounce the deity of AHURA-MAZDA, the 

claimed spirit or source of all light, and the worship with fire, which is an abomination to God, and also 

the drinking from a human skull in many Rites. 

 
Shriners (Applies only in North America) 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Ancient Arabic Order 

of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. I renounce the piercing of the eyeballs with a three-edged blade, the 

flaying of the feet, the madness, and the worship of the false god Allah as the god of our fathers. I 

renounce the hoodwink, the mock hanging, the mock beheading, the mock drinking of the blood of the 

victim, the mock dog urinating on the initiate, and the offering of urine as a commemoration. 

 
All Other Degrees 
I renounce all the other oaths taken, the rituals of every other degree and the curses and iniquities 

invoked. These include the Acacia, Allied Degrees, The Red Cross of Constantine, the Order of the 

Secret Monitor, and the Masonic Royal Order of Scotland. 

I renounce all other lodges and secret societies including Prince Hall Freemasonry, Grand Orient 

Lodges, Mormonism, the Ancient Toltec Rite, The Order of Amaranth, the Royal Order of Jesters, the 

Manchester Unity Order of Oddfellows and its womens’ Order of Rebekah lodges, the Royal 

Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes, Druids, Foresters, the Loyal Order of Orange, including the Purple and 

Black Lodges within it, Elks, Moose and Eagles Lodges, the Ku Klux Klan, The Grange, the Woodmen 

of the World, Riders of the Red Robe, the Knights of Pythias, the Order of the Builders, The Rite of 

Memphiz and Mitzraim, Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO), Aleister Crowley’s Palladium Masonry, the Order 

of the Golden Key, the Order of Desoms, the Mystic Order of the Veiled Prophets of the Enchanted 

Realm, the women’s Orders of the Eastern Star, of the Ladies Oriental Shrine, and of the White Shrine 

of Jerusalem, the girls’ order of the Daughters of the Eastern Star, the International Orders of Job’s 

Daughters, and of the Rainbow, the boys’ Order of De Molay, and the Order of the Constellation of 

Junior Stars, and every university or college Fraternity or Sorority with Greek and Masonic connections, 

and their effects on me and all my family. 



Lord Jesus, because you want me to be totally free from all occult bondages, I will burn all objects in my 

possession which connect me with all lodges and occultic organisations, including Masonry, Witchcraft, 

the Occult and Mormonism, and all regalia, aprons, books of rituals, rings and other jewellery. I 

renounce the effects these or other objects of Masonry, including the compass and the square, have 

had on me or my family, in the name of Jesus Christ. 

In the name and authority of Jesus Christ, I break every curse of Freemasonry in my life, including the 

curses of barrenness, sickness, mind-blinding and poverty, and I rebuke every evil spirit which 

empowered these curses. 

I also renounce, cut off and dissolve in the blood of Jesus Christ every ungodly Soul-Tie I or my 

ancestors have created with other lodge members or participants in occultic groups and actions, and I 

ask you to send out ministering angels to gather together all portions of my fragmented soul, to free 

them from all bondages and to wash them clean in the Blood of Jesus Christ, and then to restore them 

to wholeness to their rightful place within me. I also ask that You remove from me any parts of any other 

person’s soul which has been deposited within my humanity. Thank you Lord for restoring my soul and 

sanctifying my spirit. 

I renounce and rebuke every evil spirit associated with Freemasonry, Witchcraft , the Occult and all 

other sins and iniquities. Lord Jesus, I ask you to now set me free from all spiritual and other bondages, 

in accordance with the many promises of the Bible. 

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I now take the delegated authority given to me and bind every 

spirit of sickness, infirmity, curse, affliction, addiction, disease or allergy associated with these sins I 

have confessed and renounced, including every spirit empowering all iniquities inherited from my family. 

I exercise the delegated authority from the Risen Lord Jesus Christ over all lower levels of evil spirits 

and demons which have been assigned to me, and I command that all such demonic beings are to be 

bound up into one, to be separated from every part of my humanity, whether perceived to be in the 

body or trapped in the dimensions, and they are not permitted to transfer power to any other spirits or to 

call for reinforcements. 

I command, in the name of Jesus Christ, for every evil spirit to leave me now, touching or harming no-

one, and go to the dry place appointed for you by the Lord Jesus Christ, never to return to me or my 

family, and I command that you now take all your memories, roots, scars, works, nests and habits with 

you. I surrender to God’s Holy Spirit and to no other spirit all the places in my life where these sins and 

iniquities have been. 

  



Conclusion 
 
Holy Spirit, I ask that you show me anything else which I need to do or to pray so that I and my family 

may be totally free from the consequences of the sins of Masonry, Witchcraft, Mormonism and all 

related Paganism and Occultism. 

 

(Pause, while listening to God, and pray as the Holy Spirit leads you.) 

Now, dear Father God, I ask humbly for the blood of Jesus Christ, your Son and my Saviour, to cleanse 

me from all these sins I have confessed and renounced, to cleanse my spirit, my soul, my mind, my 

emotions and every part of my body which has been affected by these sins, in the name of Jesus 

Christ. I also command every cell in my body to come into divine order now, and to be healed and made 

whole as they were designed to by my loving Creator, including restoring all chemical balances and 

neurological functions, controlling all cancerous cells, reversing all degenerative diseases, and I sever 

the DNA and RNA of any mental or physical diseases or afflictions that came down through my family 

blood lines. I also ask to receive the perfect love of God which casts out all fear, in the name of the Lord 

Jesus Christ. 

I ask you, Lord, to fill me with your Holy Spirit now according to the promises in your Word. I take to 

myself the whole armour of God in accordance with Ephesians Chapter Six, and rejoice in its protection 

as Jesus surrounds me and fills me with His Holy Spirit. I enthrone you, Lord Jesus, in my heart, for you 

are my Lord and my Saviour, the source of eternal life. Thank you, Father God, for your mercy, your 

forgiveness and your love, in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.” 

 

This information is taken from “Unmasking Freemasonry – Removing the Hoodwink”, (ISBN 978-

1877463-00-6) by Dr. Selwyn Stevens published by Jubilee Resource International Inc., PO Box 36-

044, Wellington Mail Centre 5045, New Zealand. To obtain copies of this book, please click secure Web 

Shop. 

Notice 

Copying of this prayer is both permitted and encouraged provided reference is made to Book title, 

Author, Publisher & web address – www.jubilee-resources.com or www.jubileeresources.org. This and 

other similar prayers are available to download freely from our website. Resources on other subjects 

are also available to educate and equip Christians on a wide range of spiritual deceptions. These 

prayers are also in Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, French, German and Italian, and other languages as 

can be arranged. 

  

http://www.jubilee-resources.com/prayers/www.jubileeresources.org


Additional Prayers of Release: 
Taken from http://attestantofthetruth.files.wordpress.com/2008/06/freemasonary.pdf 

 
Physical Diseases 

 
I renounce all curses of cancer on my ancestral line and myself because of 
oaths pronounced over the body through Freemasonry. I take authority over, 
and command every rebellious cell within my body to come into perfect order, 
and line up with the original plan and design of The Ancient of Days. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of fear of cancer, and death through cancer. 
 

I renounce and break every curse over the body organs, such as heart, 
lungs, stomach, intestines, gall bladder, liver, bladder and womb. 
 

I renounce all curses of heart attack, open-heart surgery, stroke, heart 
disease, and resulting premature death. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of the blood resulting from Freemasonry 
blood oaths, such as chronic fatigue syndrome, anemia, high/low blood 
pressure, thrombosis, hemorrhaging, Rheumatoid Arthritis, diabetes, hypo or 
hyperglycemia, blood poisoning, hepatitis, and AIDS or HIV 
 

Extreme Fatigue and Infirmities 
 
I renounce, and break every curse of infirmity and continual illness that 
affects my ancestral line and myself because of Freemasonry ceremonies, 
and blood oaths. I loose my ancestral line, myself, and my descendants from 
all infirmity, allergies and continual illness in the Name of Jesus Christ. I 
destroy the stronghold of Death and Hell over my body to destroy it. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of occult spiritual blows to the head resulting 
in migraine or death, and break the curse of sudden mysterious fevers. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of rejection resulting from being called 
"rubbish in the temple" and the resulting curse of being shunned, or put out of 
the Church fellowship. I break every curse of being unfruitful in the Church or 
for the Kingdom of God. 
 

Mental Illness 
 
I renounce and break all curses of mental illness coming down my 
ancestral line due to involvement in Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of having a double-soul, double-mind, ADD, 
or being Bipolar. I break the power of spiritual and mental confusion in the 
Name of Jesus Christ. 
 



 

I renounce and break all curses that disable me from comprehending 
and articulating what I feel. I break all curses on my verbal faculties, and 
the ability to hear spiritually and physically. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of having 2 fathers or masters and the 
resulting confusion in identity. In the Name of Jesus Christ, I call my body; 
soul and spirit into perfect alignment, according to God's perfect plan and will. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of Paranoid Schizophrenia and Fear from 
my ancestral line and myself. 
 

I renounce and break the power of Freemasonry witchcraft oaths and curses 
resulting in depression, melancholy, oppression, and being in a psychotic 
state. 
 

I break all ungodly ties or bonds to anyone in my family line with the same 
problems. 
 

I renounce and break the power of the curses of the Freemasonry ceremony 
involving Nebuchadnezzar. 
 

I renounce and break the power of all Freemasonry witchcraft oaths 
resulting in insanity, senility or dementia, Alzheimer's disease, disorientation, 
confusion, loss of memory, breakdown of any kind, mental, emotional, 
spiritual, nervous or physical. 
 

I break the curse of being committed into a psychiatric hospital or asylum. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of obsessive compulsive, repetitive 
behavior. 
 

I break the curse of all religious, spiritual, doctrinal obsessions. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of suicide, death wishes, and mental 
instability. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of insecurity and co-dependency due to 
abandonment by the father because of Freemasonry. 
 

Nervous Disorders & Fear 
 
I renounce and break all the curses on the nervous system coming down my 
family line due to involvement in Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce the Shriner's ceremonial ritual and oath of standing on a board in 
bare feet and having electric shocks transmitted through the body. I 
renounce all curses of shock to the nervous system, all attraction to 
electroshock treatment, and death from electric shock. 
 



 

I renounce and break the curse of all shock, fear, trauma and grief stored in 
the nervous system through accident, sudden shock, sudden loss, and death 
or through inheritance. I declare in the Name of Jesus Christ, that I am loosed 
from this fear and shock and it is broken from my generational lines. I declare 
that continual shocks are broken from my family and me. 
 

I loose myself from fear of accidents, rape, any kind of loss, and blows to the 
head. 
 

I renounce and break the power of Freemasonry Occult curses to afflict my 
ancestral line and myself with diseases or violence affecting the nerves such 
as: multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, spinal cancer, Parkinson's disease, sexual 
abuse, rape, sudden death or betrayal by friends or marriage partner. 
 

I break the power of the Masonic curse of death from the spinal cord, nervous 
system, and silver cord in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I renounce and break every curse of inflammation of the nerves and the 
nerves being on edge. 
 

I declare that my body is the temple of the Holy Spirit and all ties to the 
Masonic temple is cut in the Name of Jesus Christ, and I am loosed from 
every known or unknown disorder and disease resulting from a Freemasonry 
curse. Every negative thing lodged in my nervous system is now dislodged 
and I now plead the Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ over every access 
point that is now closed. 
 

Autism and Learning Difficulties 
 
I renounce and break the curses of autism on my ancestral line and myself 
due to involvement in Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce the antichrist brotherhood of Freemasonry and destroy the curse 
of abandonment it produces in marriage and with children due to the father 
being at the lodge. I forgive the fathers in my family line for abandoning their 
wives and family for the lodge, and the resulting insecurity, rejection and 
rebellion. I loose myself from all curses of insecurity, rejection, rebellion, 
verbal and emotional abandonment, and all expectation of it. 
 
I shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children and hearts of the 
children the fathers". (Mal 4:6) 
 
He is our peace who had made both one and broken down the middle 
wall of partition between us. (Eph 2:14) 
 

I renounce and break the curse of atheism in the fathers of my ancestral 
line, resulting in an inability to enter into true intimacy with Father God. I break 
all curses of hatred and rejection towards the father. 
 



 

I renounce and break the curse of the spirit of Antichrist and Jezebel due to 
the loss of the father, and the resulting autism in all its forms. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curse of violence from the mothers in my 
family line and repent of abuse of children. I break the curse of all words of 
rejection and judgment spoken over children. 
 

I break all curses of blows to the head and the resulting brain damage, 
intellectual retardation, learning and comprehension difficulties, slowness of 
speech and action, spastic thought patterns, speech patterns and motor 
co-ordination difficulties. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of insanity, autism, frustration, anger, self-hatred, 
violence, self-injury, head banging and all insane behaviors connected 
to the Freemasonry blood oaths of murder and mutilation. 
 

I renounce all fear of the occult from the Freemasonry blood oaths. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of shutting down or off from reality. I break 
every curse of withdrawal, escapism, fantasy, and denial of pain. 
 

I renounce all emotional withdrawal and escapism such as staying in bed, 
sleep, sex, television, computer, job, drugs, and alcohol. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of the oath "I will withdraw myself from 
anyone that does not walk after the traditions of Freemasonry", and I destroy 
every legal right of withdrawal off my life and my family line. I renounce all 
rebellion against reality and repent of stubbornness in Jesus Christ's Name. 
 

I break all curses affecting my family line relating to their gifting, creativity, 
learning abilities and anointings. I break all curses of rebellion towards 
authority, mistrust and rejection of people and resulting obsessions with 
animals. 
 

I break all curses of animal behavior, of being treated like an animal and 
being subjected to physical, verbal or sexual abuse. 
 

I break the curse of the Freemasonry tools from my family line and myself 
and the resulting problem with mathematics. 
 

I loose my family line and myself into God's original plan and purpose for our 
lives in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
  



 

Interconnected Religions and Orders 
NOTE: If your family was in any way connected to the following you 
need to renounce and repent of any involvement and loose yourself 
from any spiritual bondage that comes with it. (List may be incomplete) 
 
Men Organizations 
Acacia Fraternity 
Ancient Order of Foresters 
Black Lodge 
Buffalo Lodge 
Danites 
Druids 
Elks 
Eagles Lodge 
Fraternal Order of Eagles 
Foresters 
Grotto 
Holy Order of St. John 
Illuminati 
Independent Order of Foresters 
Independent Order of Oddfellows 
Independent Order of Rechabites 
Jaycees 
Knights of Columbus 
Knights of Pythias 
Knights of Pythons 
Knights of the Red Cross 
Ku Klux Klan 
Lions Club 
Loyal Order of the Moose 
Manzini 
Moose Lodge 
Mystic order of the Veiled Prophets of 
the Enchanted Realm. 
Orange Lodge 
Order of Amaranth 
Order of Red Men 
Order of the Red Robe 
Order of the Golden Chain 
Order of the Golden Dawn 
Order of the Golden Key 
Order of Oddfellows 
Ordo Templi Orientis 
Prince Hall Freemasonry 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Royal Arch Mariners 
Royal Order of Jesters 
Shriners 
The Grange 
The Round Table 



Tall Cedars of Lebanon 
Veiled Prophets of the Enchanted 
Realm 
Woodsmen of the World 
 
Women Organizations 
Daughters of Mokanna Order of the Eastern Star 
Daughters of the Nile and White Shrine Order of Jacob's Daughters 
White Shrine of Jerusalem Rebekah Lodge 
Order of Amaranth 
 
Youth Organizations 
Girls - Daughters of Job, Rainbow Girls, Girl Guides (Girl Scouts in U.S.), 
Brownies, Sparks, Daughters of the Eastern Star, Ladies Oriental Shrine. 
Boys - Order of De Molay, Order of the Builders, Cubs, Boy Scouts, The 
Allied Degrees, The Red Cross of Constantine, The Order of the Secret 
Monitor, Masonic Royal Order of Scotland, Grand Orient Lodges, The Royal 
Order of Jesters, The Manchester Unity. 
 
Note: Lord Baden Powell was a member of the Lodge of the Grand Orient of 
Freemasonry 
 

Order of the Eastern Star 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curse for all oaths taken, curses and ritual 
enacted, and regalia worn by my ancestors involved with the Eastern Star. In 
the Name of Jesus Christ I smash and destroy the power of the pentagram 
(symbol of the Eastern Star), from my family line and myself. I declare that 
the Blood of Jesus Christ covers us. 
 

l sever every cord that binds my family or myself to Freemasonry through the 
Eastern Star and renounce and break the curse of mutual obligation. 
 

I renounce this oath: 
“…I bind myself to the most solemn secrecy respecting the work of the 
Order and to that performance (of its goals)" 
"The obligation of our Order, voluntarily assumed, is perpetual, 
from the force of which there is no release" I declare that my family 
is released through the power of the Blood of Jesus Christ. 
 

I repent on behalf of the women in my ancestral lines that knelt before the 
altar of the Eastern Star and knowingly, or in ignorance gave themselves to 
the gods of Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce and break the power of the curse of false light, purity and joy. I 
declare that "The Joy of the Lord is my strength" and the fruit of the Holy 
Spirit is mine. 
 

I renounce and break all the oaths and rituals of Freemasonry (see oaths). 

 



The Orange Lodge 


I repent, renounce and break the curse for all oaths taken, curses and 
ritual enacted, and regalia worn by my ancestors involved in the Orange 
Lodge. 
 

I renounce and break every curse and bondage from their involvement 
with the Noble Ancient and Christian Order of Royal Black Knights, Royal 
Arch Purple Order and the Royal Black Institution and cut all ties to 
Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce and break all soul ties, Idolatry and association with the 
founders James Wilson and James Sloan, also with Sir Robert Peel and 
King William of Orange and Osiris. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of the 5-pointed star and the eye of 
Horus. 
 

I renounce the oath "never to prosecute an Orange brother”. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curse of religious bigotry and 
indoctrination from my ancestral line. I renounce and break the curse of 
death and destruction and the ungodly militancy of the Orange Lodge. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of all orange, purple and black degrees up 
to and including the Red Cross. 
 

I renounce and break every tie to the goat of the Orange Lodge. I renounce 
and break all oaths made while sitting on a goat. I renounce the ceremony of 
riding the goat and break the curse of violence and fear. 
 

I repent for every ancestor involved in swearing allegiance to Lucifer by 
kissing the goat's anus. I break all the resulting curses and ask you, Father 
God to cleanse me in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of the two and one half sign and the 
following passwords: 
Entrance password Shib-bo-leth 
Central password The Ark of God (Goat backwards) 
Great and Grand password The Great Jehovah be our Guide 
Other passwords Migdol, Rueben Gad, Half, Tribe, 
Manasseh, Red Walls, Gideon and Onde Gi 
 

I renounce and break the power of all handshakes, sign words and declare 
there will be no more codes, signs or passwords over my life. 
 

  



Independent Order of Rechabites (I.O.O.R.) 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curse for all oaths taken, curses and ritual 
enacted, and regalia worn by my ancestors involved in The Independent 
Order of the Rechabites. 
 

Father, in Jesus Christ's Name, I ask You to erase with the Blood of Jesus 
the names of my ancestors and myself from all certificates and lists of the 
I.O.O.R.. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of the I.O.O.R. coat of arms, its symbols 
and meanings for: the eye of Horus, the serpent, the sun, moon and stars, 
rainbow, the wheat sheaf, the beehive and the twisted cord. I break all 
bondage to divination and Jezebel through this order. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curses of having an independent spirit 
because of this order and living as a vagabond or nomad. 
 

I renounce the I.O.O.R. motto "Peace and plenty, the rewards of temperance". 
 

I renounce and break the curse of murder and decapitation and the loss of 
headship/leadership as a result. 
 

I cut all soul ties to the priesthood of this order, and to the queen of heaven, 
Jezebel, and declare that there will be no more destruction in the Name of 
Jesus Christ. 
 

The Buffalo Lodge (RAOB) 
Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curse for all oaths taken, curses and rituals 
enacted, and regalia worn by my ancestors involved with The Buffalo Lodge. 
 

I renounce the idolatry of the bull, and break the curse to afflict my life with 
suffering. 
 

I renounce and break the curses from participating in the ritual of having the 
head symbolically shaved and being humiliated and mocked publicly. 
 

I renounce and break the power of all curses to the head and mind such as 
scalp diseases, loss of hair, anxiety, worry, and insanity. I declare that: 
"I have not been given a spirit of fear, but of power, love and a sound mind". 
(2 Tim 1: 7) 
 

I renounce and break the curse of a kangaroo court. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of being burned or burnt to death sacrificially 
or accidentally. 
 



I renounce this oath: 
"Never to divulge the secrets, signs, tokens or passwords, which may be 
given me by the lodge." 
 

I renounce all curses of secrecy and silence especially with women. 
 

I renounce and take off the buffalo blindfold 
 

I renounce and break the curse of misogyny (hatred of women) from my 
ancestral line. 
 

I renounce and break all Buffalo curses of lust, adultery, marital breakdown, 
violence and arguments, polygamy, premature death of spouse, death of 
relationships and expecting to be betrayed by women/men. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of murder by blows to the head and all 
threats of violence. 
 

I renounce and break all curses from my ancestral line and myself of 
bull-like behavior, lying in the bed of the buffalo and the oath to gore and toss 
the victim. 
 

I renounce all curses of behaving or being treated like an animal and the 
curse of bestiality and confusion. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of the Buffalo altar and horns; of being 
subjected to the Buffalo roar, anger, violence and rage. I renounce and 
break the power of Idolatry of the Antichrist horns, and the curse of spiritual 
abuse and bleeding caused by these horns. 
 

I repent, renounce and break every curse of alcoholism and addictions that 
came with the spirit of Great John Barleycorn. 
 

I renounce the lie that Noah sent out a buffalo bird that did not return with an 
olive branch, and I break the curse of conflict it brings. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of the passwords Gideon and red walls. 
 

I renounce all worship of Baphomet and break the power of all curses of lust 
and perversion from my family lines. I break the curse of all sexual strongholds 
of lust, sodomy, homosexuality, and bestiality and, I ask You Father, in the 
Name of Jesus to cleanse my family lines with the Blood of The Lamb. 
 

  



GUIDES & SCOUTS 
 
I repent; renounce and break all curses from my ancestral line and myself 
for being involved in the Girl Guides, Boy Scouts, and all other affiliated 
movements and orders that originated with Lord or Lady Baden Powell. I 
repent for my ancestors and myself for all involvement and I now break every 
ungodly tie to the movement. I break every soul-tie to Lord or Lady Baden 
Powell and Freemasonry. I break every allegiance to Akela. I break every 
ungodly soul tie to Akela, leaders, or members of the movement, pack, or 
association, etc. 
 

I repent of and break the curse of the Baphomet witchcraft salute, (3 finger 
hand salute given facing east). I ask you Father God to cleanse me now in 
Jesus Christ's Holy Name. 
 

The New Age 
 
I repent, renounce and break every curse on behalf of my ancestors and 
myself for involvement in the New Age. 
 

I repent and renounce seeking after false spiritual power and the belief in 
New Age systems, practices, therapies and philosophies. 
 

I cut all soul & spirit ties to these practices, practitioners, gurus, false 
prophets in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I bind every unclean spirit that has attached to me from association with the 
new age and loose myself from it in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I repent of and renounce all new age ideals, lifestyles and seduction. I 
renounce the New World Order and the "One World Church of the New Age”. 
 

I repent, renounce and break every curse of being in an altered state of 
consciousness. Father God, I ask You in the Name of Jesus Christ, to cleanse 
me and close every opened psychic door or portal. 
 

Kabbalism 
 
I repent, renounce and break all curses associated with ancestral 
involvement with Kabbalism. 
 
I renounce any ungodly spiritual tie to Kabbalism. 
 

I renounce any subtle ungodly drawing towards Kabbalism and demonic 
bonding to religious traditions and Kabbalism doctrines mixed with my prayers 
for Israel. 
 

  



Mormonism 


I repent, renounce and break all curses resulting from ancestral involvement 
in Mormonism, and I renounce the deception and error behind it. 
 

I renounce all oaths made and curses invoked for revealing the temple 
secrets. 
 

I sever every family tie to Joseph Smith, Brigham Young and all-false 
prophets and priests associated with the Mormon Church. I renounce the 
idolatry of man. 
 

I repent for myself and anyone in my family line having removed their shoes 
to enter a Mormon church/temple. I ask You Father to wash me and I will be 
clean. 
 

I renounce the angel Moroni, the lie of Mormon godhood and the doctrine of 
Mormonism. I renounce the doctrine of eternal progression and break its 
curse off my mind and spirit. 
 

I renounce and break every Mormon spirit of control, domination, 
manipulation, divination, lust, passivity, seduction and fornication in the Name 
of Jesus Christ. 
 

I renounce the Mormon lies that God is made of flesh and bone and that 
Jesus Christ is Satan's older brother. 
 

I renounce Mormon false atonement and the lie that salvation is only found 
through the Mormon church. 
 

I repent, renounce and break every curse from every ceremony, ritual, oath 
and baptism taken by my ancestors or others on my behalf. 
 

I renounce the Mormon temple baptism ceremonies with the bronze bulls. 
 

I renounce all baptisms for the dead in my family line. Father, I ask You to 
remove my family names from membership lists, genealogy lists of the 
Church of the Latter Day Saints in Jesus Christ's Holy Name. 
 

I renounce and break the power of the ceremony of eternal marriage and the 
curse of every seal, for eternity, every endowment, eternal ordinance and 
anointing of the Mormon Church. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of all ceremonial regalia of the Mormon 
Church, the white suit, white robes, linen aprons, headwear, sashes, special 
protective underwear with its Masonic symbols. 
 

I repent and renounce putting the hand through a veil and being pulled into a 
heavenly realm. I close all open doors and portals in my life in the Name of 
Jesus Christ. 



I renounce and break the curse of the new name given to my ancestors. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of every handshake, password, signword, 
grip and symbol used in Mormon temple ceremonies. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of the sure sign of the nail and break the 
curse of blood covenant. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of becoming a priest after the order of the 
false Aaronic & Melchizedek priesthood. I break every ungodly soul tie with 
the Mormon priesthood. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of the Mormon Bible (The Book of Mormon) 
the sacred writings, The Pearl of Great Price, and the hidden gold plates from 
which the Book of Mormon was transcribed. 

THE COUNTERFEIT BIBLE 
 
I repent, renounce and break every curse on my ancestral line and my life 
from involvement with the Freemasonry Volume of the Sacred Law. 
 

I declare I receive The Holy Bible as the inspired Word of God that it is, and I 
renounce any inability to receive pure undefiled doctrine because of the 
Volume of the Sacred Law. 
 

I renounce and break every curse of the Volume of the Sacred Law. I break 
and destroy the curse that my family and I will have the plagues recorded in 
Revelation because of blood oaths taken. 
 

I renounce and break the curses of the Freemason bible with its coded 
messages that would keep God's Word a mystery, and any resulting difficulty 
in receiving revelations from the Word of God. 
 

I renounce the curse of unbelief, doubt and skepticism, denying the power of 
the Word of God and the miraculous. 
 

I declare I will be able to read the Word of God with full acceptance and 
revelation of God's supernatural power, and miracle working power of the 
Blood of Jesus Christ. I declare that I will know Jesus in His Power and 
Resurrection. 
 

I renounce kissing the Freemasonry bible, the VSL, and all the betrayal 
represented by this action. 
 

I renounce all hatred and rejection of the Word of God, difficulty in reading or 
studying the Word, and resistance to the preached and quickened Word of 
God. 
 

I repent, and renounce resistance and mockery towards the Church, where 
God's Word is proclaimed. I renounce resistance to, and mockery of God's 



pastors, prophets and servants. 
 
I destroy the power of the words: 
"For the Western soul, it is well for a man to be born in church, but 
terrible to die in one. A young man should be censured if he does not 
attend church, but an elderly man is to be equally censured if he does." 
 

Deception & Seduction 
 
I renounce and break the curses of Freemasonry deception, seduction and 
lies. I break the curses of being lied against, of false witness, false verdict, 
treason and perjury because of Masonic favoritism. I break every curse of 
being a scapegoat. 
 

I renounce this oath: 
"I will aid and assist a companion Freemason when engaged in any 
difficulty, and espouse his cause so far as to extricate him from the same, 
whether it be right or wrong!” 
 

I renounce and break every curse of spiritual blindness and deception in 
my ancestral line and my life from Freemasonry strongholds. Lord Jesus, I 
ask You to anoint my eyes with the eye salve of God that I might see. 
 
Rev 3:18 “18 Therefore I counsel you to purchase from Me gold refined and 
tested by fire, that you may be [truly] wealthy, and white clothes to clothe you and 
to keep the shame of your nudity from being seen, and salve to put on your 
eyes, that you may see.” 

 
Freemasonry Regalia 
 
I renounce the Freemasonry regalia and the bondage associated with it. 
 

I remove them piece by piece spiritually (with action and declaration.) 
 
ITEM: 
Apron (Meaning: Lambskin covering Mason deity) 
Axe (Cutting edge of occult) 
Belt Clasp (S) (Snake – occult symbol of Satan) 
Black Case (Holds regalia) 
Breastplate (False priesthood) 
Collar (Servants yoke) 
Freemason's Ring (Occult covenant with Lucifer) 
Jewels (False Faith, Hope and Charity) 
Medallions & Chains of Office (Yoke of spiritual bondage) 
Sword and Dagger (Power, control and death) 
Wand (Symbolic of being born again) 
White Gloves (False clean hands) 
  

  



Symbols 
 
I renounce and break the curses of the Freemasonry symbols: 
 
ITEM: 
"G" (Freemason god - GAOTU) 
Baphomet Cross (Cross of Osiris - Egyptian god) 
Black & White Squares (Compromise between good & evil) 
Bloodstained Cloth (Covenant to spill blood if needed) 
Chair (Every office/degree has a chair) 
Chair of Solomon Worshipful Master (Worship of man) 
Chant (Witch's chant - So mote it be) 
Cock crow (Denial, blaspheming & forsaking God) 
Coffin (Covenant with the grave) 
Crow's foot (Witch's foot, used to renounce Christ) 
Dove bearing olive branch (False harmony and peace) 
Eastern Star (Satanic pentagram) 
Eye of Horus (Symbol of Freemason's God) 
Fog on top of the Mountain (False high place of worship) 
Handshakes (Identification for fellowship & favor) 
Jacob's ladder (Manipulation of power & influence) 
Knock (For entry into occult world) 
Maltese Cross (Occult form of crucifixion) 
Pelican (Mockery of blood atonement) 
Phallic Symbol (Idolatry of Male sex organ) 
Phoenix Bird (False resurrection) 
Rose (Symbol of secrecy & silence) 
Royal Arch Tau Cross (Symbol of Tammuz – pagan god) 
Scapegoat (Accused of another's wrongdoing) 
Six pointed Hexagram (Religious/occult/witchcraft mixture) 
Skull (Masonic communion drinking vessel) 
Small Stone (Counterfeit overcomer's reward) 
Sprig of Acacia (Symbol of immortality) 
  

I renounce all these symbols and what they mean. I renounce and break the 
curse of "Checkmate" off my life. I declare I am off the Masonic Occult 
chessboard.  
 

I declare I will move ahead into God's plan and purpose for my life, in 
ministry, finances, business and relationships. 
 

I declare I will not compromise my Christian values. I will stand for 
righteousness and against evil. 
 

I declare I am maturing in God without a mixture of Freemasonry pride, 
striving and false worship. 
 

I declare my family and I are under the shed blood and blessings of Jesus 
Christ and not the Pelican curse, the skull, false crosses, death and spilled 
blood of Freemasonry. 



 

FREEMASONRY TOOLS 
 
Jer 23: 29 "Is not My Word like a fire? says the Lord, "And like a hammer 
that breaks rocks in pieces." 
 

With this Hammer of God (His Word) and in the Spirit, I smash and destroy 
the tools of Freemasonry 
 
ITEM: 
24 inch Gauge (Measurement of integrity) 
Chisel (Idolatry of reason) 
Compass (Male generative principle) 
Gavel (Counterfeit judgment) 
Level (Democracy vs Theocracy) 
Pickaxe, Crowbar & Shovel (Tools for foundation of temple) 
Plumb Line (Counterfeit righteousness) 
Protractor (Used to inflict pain) 
Square (Reminds Masons to be honest) 
 
 

I renounce these Freemasonry tools and destroy the curse of continual pain, 
occult, physical, spiritual and emotional pain and suffering over my home, 
marriage, job or church. 
 

I renounce the Freemasonry saying "Meeting on the level and parting on the 
square" over my church life (this denotes equality of all religions) 
 

I renounce the false gospel of salvation by good works and human efforts 
 

Ceremonial Clothing & Devices 
 
I renounce and destroy the power of the curses of the ceremonial clothes, 
devices and actions used in initiation rituals and progression through the 
levels of Freemasonry. 
 

In the name of The Lord Jesus Christ, I declare I am: removing the 
Blindfold (hoodwink) and renounce being hoodwinked. I destroy the curse 
of fear of the dark or light and spiritual or physical blindness. 
 

I cut the masonic cable-tow, and renounce any ungodly covenant with the 
noose of Freemasonry and resulting breathing problems, choking, and neck 
afflictions. I destroy the power of the curses and spirits of allergic reactions, 
asthma, emphysema, hayfever, wheezing, and all other breathing problems in 
Jesus Christ's Name. 
 

I renounce manipulation by witchcraft, ungodly religions and cults. I cut the 
cable-tow and all legal rights of being wrongly led and manipulated. 
 

 



I renounce and remove the Masonic pajamas and the vulnerability and 
humiliation represented. 
 

I destroy the Compass, and its curse to immobilize my spiritual life, I 
declare I shall move ahead in God and not be stopped or stabbed by any 
occult curse. 
 

I remove the Right Heel Slipshod, and renounce and break the curse of 
being unable to stand on holy ground or enter into worship in Church. 
 

I remove, renounce and break the curse of the white tunic, white mantle, 
armor and helmet of the Knights Templar, and the false anointing and 
armor they represent. 
 

I remove, renounce and break the curses of the Black Robe and Hood of 
Witchcraft and renounce bowing down to the will of Satan. 
 

I remove, renounce, and destroy the power of the veil of mourning of 
Freemasonry. 
 
Isaiah 61:3 "I declare that God gives me the oil of joy for mourning" 
 

Passwords and Codes 
 
I renounce and break the curse and spiritual power of each password, 
sign and code, of Freemasonry over my life. I declare in the Name of the 
Lord Jesus Christ there will be no passwords, signs or codes over my life. 
 
PASSWORD: 
Ami Rukamah (False Masonic mercy & compassion) 
Boaz (False strength) 
Golgotha (Skull – end of life) 
Haggai, Joshua and Zerubbabel (False holiness & consecration) 
Jachin (False establishment) 
Judah (False lion) 
Libertas (False liberty) 
Ma Ha Bone and Machaben (Brought down or under) 
My Lord (All is under law) 
Nekum (Means vengeance) 
Shaddai, Adonai and Jehua (Means Praise the lord of the new light) 
Shiboleth (I am that I am – blasphemes God) 
Shin (False Shekinah glory) 
Sol-Om-On (Represents Masonic sun worship) 
Tammuz Toulimeth (certainty of death, uncertainty of life) 
Tubal Cain (False benevolence) 
 
 

  



Marriage Communication and Relationships 
 
I renounce and break all curses off my life and my descendant's lives 
because of Freemasonry oaths taken by my ancestors. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curses of the occult covenant of 
Freemasonry. I break the curses of marriage breakdown, division in the 
family, continual arguments, violent arguments, continual pain and grief, 
separation, divorce, and emotional divorce resulting from the covenant ring of 
Freemasonry. 
 

I renounce, remove, and break the curse of the Freemasonry ring and throw 
it into God's fire. I destroy the power of broken covenant over my marriage 
and my descendents marriages. I destroy the curse of the power of hell 
coming against a godly marriage. 
 

I renounce the oath: 
"Binding myself to live a life hidden and secret even from my own wife." 
 

I renounce and break the curse of Freemasonry fraternity with its secrecy, 
mystery and vow of silence. 
 

I renounce rebellion, rebellion towards marriage and true covenant off my 
family line and myself because of the Freemason ring. 
 

I renounce and destroy the curse of singleness, or independent behavior 
and thinking in marriage. 
 

I renounce and break the curse that women and children are profane. 
 

I renounce and break the curse of separation and division of the family unit, 
extended family unit, and all breakdowns of relationships. I loose my 
ancestral line from an Antichrist spirit; and break all curses of stubborness, 
pride, blame-shifting, angry and rageful arguments between spouses and 
hard heartedness in the men. 
 

I announce to the enemy 
Children are God's blessing - Blessed is the man with a full Quiver. (Ps 127:3-5) 
He who finds a wife finds a good thing and obtains God's Favour. (Prov.18:22) 
With God there is neither Jew/Greek, slave/free man, male/female.(Gal.13: 26-29) 
 

  



Violence and Destruction 
 
I repent and renounce and break the Freemasonry curses from my 
ancestral line and from myself, of violence and destruction due to blood 
oaths taken and rituals enacted. I break these curses off my body, family, 
marriage, work and relationships. 
 

I repent and renounce all violence, cruelty, and verbal abuse. I ask You 
Father God, to forgive my ancestors and myself for this in Jesus Christ's 
Holy Name. 
 

I repent, renounce and break every curse of child sacrifice, ritual sacrifice 
practiced by my ancestors. I break the curse of the sacrifice of the first born 
child in the family. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curse of all abortions in my ancestral line 
and my life. I break the resulting curses of miscarriage, crib death, sudden 
infant death, and stillborn babies. I sever every soul tie with any life lost. In 
the Name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene, I commit the spirit of every child 
whose life was taken, in my ancestral line, to the God of Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob. I loose everyone in my family line from familiar and human 
spirits resulting because of these uncommitted souls. 
 

I renounce and break the power of any spirit of death and grief inherited 
through abortion, miscarriage and Freemasonry. I bind those spirits now, 
and command them to loose me, and go to the foot of the Cross of Jesus 
Christ. Lord Jesus I ask You to heal my body, soul and spirit from the 
effects of these deaths. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curse from Freemasonry oaths of 
vengeance and retaliation from occult covenant relationships. I renounce all 
seduction of martial arts, judo, & karate, etc. 
 

I declare: 
Violence shall no more be heard in our land, wasting nor destruction within 
our borders, but we shall call our walls salvation and our gates praise. 
(Isa 60:18) 
 

I declare: "It is finished" in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

Swearing, Cursing and Blaspheming 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curses of blasphemy, cursing, swearing, 
uncontrollable swearing and taking the Name of The Lord in vain, resulting 
from Freemasonry blood oaths. 
 

I repent, renounce and break the curse of all ungodly language and 
blaspheming the Blood of Jesus Christ with words like "bloody", "bloody hell" 
or "my bloody oath". 
 



I declare I am a person of pure speech, who speaks God's Word. I will speak 
blessing and not cursing in The Mighty Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I ask You Father God to cleanse my lips with a live coal from Your altar in 
the Name of Jesus Christ. (Let God touch your mouth now.) 
 

Control & Domination 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curses of love of power, position, and 
money resulting from involvement in Freemasonry. 
 

I repent of a spirit of pride and break all ties to a spirit of Jezebel and 
control, domination and manipulation. 
 

I renounce and break all curses of bondage and intimidation that has held 
my ancestors and myself, through fear and vulnerability, in Freemasonry. I 
break the power of that helplessness in the Name of Jesus Christ. 
 

I renounce Freemasonry perfectionism and the "Lodge of Perfection" and 
destroy the false key to heaven "the perfect life". 
 

Lust, Seduction and Uncleanness 
 
I renounce the idolatry of man. 
 

I repent, renounce and break every curse of Freemasonry Idolatry and 
uncleanness, lust, seduction, adultery, secret affairs, homosexuality, 
bestiality, sodomy, perversion and immorality from my ancestral line and 
myself. 
 

I break all ties between my family line and the spirit of Antichrist and Jezebel 
that have operated through seduction and lust. I close the doors in the 
spiritual realm and break the curses. 
 

I bind the strongman of seduction and lust and send them to the foot of the 
Cross. I loose my family line, and declare the spirit of holiness and 
righteousness rules my life, marriage, home and family line in The Name of 
Jesus Christ. 
 

The God of Winter – Season of Death 
 
I renounce Typhon, the god of winter, and all its effects. 
 

I renounce violent death, and conspiracy from my ancestral line and 
myself. 
 

I renounce all soul ties with Typhon and break the curses and resulting 
dismemberment, fracturing and shattering of health, life, relationships, 
personality, soul, finances and in every area of life. I do this in Jesus Christ's 



Holy Name. 
 

In the Name of Jesus Christ the Nazarene, I call my body, mind, soul and 
spirit into alignment with the perfect plan and will of the Ancient of Days for my 
life. 
 

I declare: 
Song of Solomon 2:11 “For Lo, the winter is past and the rains are over and 
gone; The flowers appear on the earth;the time of the singing of the birds is 
come. 
 

Financial Problems 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curses of financial destruction because of 
Freemasonry involvement by my ancestors or myself. I break every curse on 
finances that comes with Freemasonry's rings and gods. 
 

I renounce and break all generational curses of poverty and I claim 
restoration of wealth and resources stolen from my ancestors by the enemy. 
 
I command Satan to restore 7 times what was stolen now, in The Name of 
Jesus Christ. 
 

I break all curses of bankruptcy over all relationships, partnerships and 
marriage coming from Freemasonry covenants. 
 

I declare Proverbs 10:22 and 3 John 2 over my life: 
The blessing of the Lord, it maketh rich, and He adds no sorrow to it.” 
 

I renounce and break the power of all Freemasonry curses, passwords, 
signs, symbols, allegories and codes off my ancestral line, and myself in 
Jesus Christ's Name. 
 

I break the power of the curse of the Freemasonry poor box. I repent and 
renounce giving away my blessings and assets and feeding and giving to 
people under witchcraft manipulation. 
 

Employment and Relationships 
 
I repent, renounce and break the curse of continual hard labor because of 
ancestral involvement in Freemasonry. 
 

I break the curses over employment and personal relationships for the 
following: 
- losing favor in any area. 
- rejection coming from Freemasonry favoritism. 
- Exile from home, family, job and country. 
- Humiliation because of oaths and rituals. 
- Takeover spirits in employment, finances and position in the Church 



because of Freemasonry curses and the resulting pain and humiliation of 
loss. 
 

I renounce and break the power of the curse "I am helpless, ignorant, blind, 
naked and give away my freedom, manhood and conscience." 
 

I destroy every curse of nakedness, vulnerability and "no covering". 
 

I declare I am clothed and covered in Christ. (Is 61: 10, Rev 19:8) 
 

I renounce and Break the Shriner's philosophy to "have fun". 
 

I declare that all ties to Freemasonry and Baphomet has been broken for my 
ancestors, descendents, and myself and there shall be no more curses. 
I do all this In The Name above all Names, The Name of Jesus Christ the 
Son of The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, 
Amen. 
 

THE KUNDALINI SPIRIT – THE ANCIENT SERPENT1: 
 
There is evidence that Freemasonry and many other occult organisations have 
all the inner workings of a spirit of kundalini. 
The “tree of life” of Freemasonry is wicked. It defiles the precious from the 
Tree of all fruitfulness. That fruit produces death. 
 
Freemasonry is an alliance with all false religions, including Hinduism, Islam and 
Buddhism. Freemasonry states that all religions are acceptable. 
 
Isaiah 28:14-15 “Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you scoffers who rule this 
people in Jerusalem. You boast, ‘We have entered into a covenant with death, 
with the grave we have made an agreement. When an overwhelming 
scourge sweeps by, it cannot touch us, for we have made a lie our refuge 
and falsehood our hiding place.” 
 

This is not just empty boasting. There are in fact covenants that provide protection for 
demons. If you are trying to evict a demonic intruder who is resistant, it may be that there 
is a covenant providing protection for that evil spirit. If there is an unholy alliance 
between jealousy and death, the victim spirit, or Freemasonry, a lot of time could be 
spent commanding, rejecting and renouncing, without result because their unholy 
alliances do indeed afford the demons some level of protection. A covenant that 
was voluntarily entered into by two parties is allowed to stand; regardless of the 
pain it causes one party or the other, unless there is a law that supersedes it. 

 
Similarly, there are ancient generational covenants that were made voluntarily at some 
point, and they provide a measure of protection for the demons in an individual’s life. 
However, those covenants are subject to the higher law of the universe. Any individual can 
appeal to the Righteous Judge of the Universe on the basis of those covenants not being 
just or righteous according to the supreme law that God has established. 
1 For a more in-depth discussion and prayer of renunciation on the kundalini spirit, see The Tree 
of Knowledge and the Ancient Serpent available from Kanaan Ministries. 

 



Then, if God agrees that those covenants stand in violation of His law, He 
declares them annulled. That removes the protection the demons once had. 
Once the unholy alliances and the covenants of protection have been annulled by 
God, we proclaim that the individual has voluntarily entered into a blood covenant 
relationship with Jesus. 
 
We proclaim that this covenant transcends and supersedes every other 
covenant, agreement, or protection. 
 
Isaiah 28:16-18 “So this is what the Sovereign Lord says: ‘See, I lay in Zion, a 
tested stone, a precious cornerstone for a sure foundation; the one who 
trusts will never be dismayed. I will make justice the measuring line and 
righteousness the plumb line; hail will sweep away your refuge, the lie, and 
water will overflow your hiding place. Your covenant with death will be 
annulled; your agreement with the grave will not stand. When the 
overwhelming scourge sweeps by, you will be beaten down by it.” 
 
We must be determined to separate the vile from the precious: the Kingdom of 
Light from the kingdom of darkness. This is the true mandate for the Priesthood 
of Yeshua. 
 
Jeremiah 15:19-21 “19 Therefore thus says the Lord [to Jeremiah]: If you return 
[and give up this mistaken tone of distrust and despair], then I will give you again 
a settled place of quiet and safety, and you will be My minister; and if you 
separate the precious from the vile [cleansing your own heart from unworthy 
and unwarranted suspicions concerning God’s faithfulness], you shall be My 
mouthpiece. [But do not yield to them.] Let them return to you—not you to [the 
people]. 
 
20 And I will make you to this people a fortified, bronze wall; they will fight against 
you, but they will not prevail over you, for I am with you to save and deliver you, 
says the Lord. 21 And I will deliver you out of the hands of the wicked, and I will 
redeem you out of the palms of the terrible and ruthless tyrants.” 
 
The kundalini is vile – it produces death and it will kill the body. 
(The masonic cable tow is symbolic of the serpent kundalini.) 
 
“In the First degree, it affects the IDA, or feminine aspects of the force, thus 
making it easier for the person to control passion and emotions. (In Freemasonry 
it coils as the cable tow around the neck.) 
 
In the Second degree, it is the PINGALA , or masculine aspect which is 
strengthened in order to facilitate control of the mind. (In this degree the cable tow 
kundalini coils over the right arm and upper torso.) 
 

In the Third degree it is the central energy itself the SUSHUMNA, which is 
aroused, thereby opening the way for the influence of the pure spirit on high 
(Lucifer). (In this degree the cable tow kundalini coils three times around the 
waist.) 
 
 



The Masonic Cable Tow (symbolizing the serpent / kundalini): 
1st Degree – In Freemasonry it coils as the cable tow around the neck: 
2nd Degree – In this degree the cable tow kundalini coils over the right arm and upper 
torso: 
3rd Degree – In this degree the cable tow kundalini coils three times around the waist: 
 
It is passing through this channel of the Sushumna that a Freemason leaves his physical 
body at will (astral travel) in such a manner that he can retain full consciousness on higher 
planes and brings back into his physical brain a clear memory of the experience.” This is 
often the root of false visions and experiences.  
 
The method devised by Lucifer in the Garden is mirrored in the methods being used in the 
first three degrees of Masonic initiations. The thirty-three degrees of Freemasonry 
connects to the thirty-three bones of the spine. 
 
The initiation into Freemasonry is done by: 
first activating the woman-feminine Ida channel, 
then the man – masculine Pingala channel, 
then the contact with the pure spirit – Lucifer – 
through the Sushumna which is the human spine (the tree.) 
 

It is exactly the same pattern used by Lucifer – first Eve, then Adam, then both 
their eyes were opened – enlightenment. 
 
The Ida and Pingala are called nadi, nerve channels in the human spine. 
If the knot of a Masonic apron is tied, it activates the Kundalini power which 
is passed on from generation to generation. 
 
The blows to the head in Freemasonry takes over the head and mind. 
Freemasons, the’ hierarchs of fire ’refer to it as the ’dormant fire’ the ‘lucifer spirit’ 
which is kindled into light by friction, by the blow of a hammer, or by chemical 
reaction. 
 

Jacobs Ladder 
 
In their search for enlightenment, the Freemasons climb up Jacob’s ladder according to 
the degrees of Freemasonry, until at last they are “enlightened” when they get to the 31 – 
33 degrees. It is at this stage that the Kundalini serpent has climbed through the 7 
shakras on the spine – 31-33 vertebras. According to the Freemasons, at this stage, they 
are changed into so-called “gods”. This in turn, causes the eldest son of the Freemason to 
be a “son of god”. 
 
He sits in the middle of the rainbow (which is the symbol of the covenant that God made 
with Noah) as the “Messiah”. If this so-called “messiah” does not take up his calling to be a 
Freemason, he comes automatically under the Lewis Curse: He will never be successful in 
his life – he will always be struggling with financial problems and will forever be a failure. 
  



These next pages describe the characteristics of a Religious Spirit which is 
closely aligned to the Masonic Spirit. Because the Masonic Spirit is a 
counterfeit of the Holy Spirit, Christians need to be alert to any openings they 
may have made to the enemy through these attitudes… 
(Taken from www.Jubileeresources.org)  

 
OVERCOMING THE RELIGIOUS SPIRIT 

Source: notes by Selwyn Stevens & others from “Freedom from the Religious Spirit” 
by Dr. C. Peter Wagner, (book available from Jubilee Resources - www.jubilee.org.nz/shop) 

THE SPIRIT OF RELIGION 

When Ritual controls our Relationships this is Religion. Ritual minus Relationship equals Religion. The 
spirit of religion is an agent of Satan assigned to prevent change and to maintain the status quo by 
using religious devices. There are many spirits of religion as we see in the many types of non-Christian 
and Christian religions both personal and corporate in the world today. 

It is a spirit that is assigned to distract people from the truth by making think that we are okay. The spirit 
of religion is the meanest, foulest, most ruthless spirit that you will ever confront. 
It comes as an impostor, masquerading as the real thing cutting off believers from relationship with God 
and blocking the work of the Holy Spirit. 

The fruit of the spirit compared to the fruit of the religious spirit. The word of God says we can recognize 
a tree by the fruit that it bears (Matthew 12:33-37). 

2 Timothy 3:1-5 lists 19 manifestations of the religious spirit in the lives of people in the church. “But 
know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of 
money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, 
slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of 
pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such 
people turn away!” 

The Bible describes two kingdoms operating in the world. The kingdom of God seeks to accomplish the 
will of the Father on earth (Matthew 6:10), which is to bring righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy 
Spirit, (Romans 14:17). 

In opposition to God’s kingdom, Satan has established the kingdom of this world. Satan’s goal is to 
resist the progress of God’s kingdom and hinder God’s plan of redemption. These kingdoms are locked 
in a conflict that will not end until Jesus returns. Satan’s goal is to counterfeit God’s kingdom by offering 
the world a dead imitation of the true kingdom to hinder the progress of god’s work by vaccinating the 
world against God’s love. Satan’s counterfeit kingdom is called religion. God’s goal is not to create 
people who are religious. His goal is to bring men and women into a relationship with Himself and 
combat the spirit of religion through love. 

 
 

http://www.jubileeresources.org/
http://www.jubilee-resources.com/articles/www.jubilee.org.nz/shop


SOME WARNING SIGNS OF A RELIGIOUS SPIRIT 

Most of us are subject to religious spirits to some degree. Paul exhorts us to “test ourselves to see if we 
are in the faith”, (2 Corinthians 13:5). 

Go through the warning signs below and check the ways you behave because you might have a 
religious spirit in that area of your life. Remember religious spirits are seven times stronger that other 
types of spirits as demonstrated in Daniel 3:19. Remember that religious spirits hold people in spiritual 
slavery. The battle against this spiritual slavery can only be won by unconditional love, in living the 
Christian life focused on Jesus and the Word of God and being filled with the Holy Spirit. So use this 
checklist to set yourself or others free to worship, walk and work with the Holy Spirit. 

1- The tendency to see your primary mission as tearing down what you believe is wrong. This 
person’s ministry will produce more division than lasting works. 

2- The inability to take a rebuke, especially from those you judge to be less spiritual than 
yourself. Think back on how you responded the last few times someone tried to correct you. 

3- A philosophy that will not listen to other people – “only to God” Since God usually speaks 
through people, this is an obvious delusion and reveals serious spiritual pride. 

4- The inclination to see more of what is wrong with other people and other churches than what 
is right with them. John saw Babylon from the valley, but when he was carried to a “high mountain: he 
saw the New Jerusalem” (Revelation 21:10) If we only see Babylon, our perspective is wrong. Those 
who are in a place of true vision will focus on what God is doing not on any human achievement. 

5- Overwhelming guilt that you can never measure up to the Lord’s standards. This is a root of the 
religious spirit because it causes you to base your relationship with Him on your performance rather 
than on the cross. 

6- The belief that you have been appointed to fix everyone else! The self-appointed watchmen or 
sheriffs in God’s kingdom are seldom involved in building anything; they keep the church in a state of 
annoyance and agitation and may cause serious divisions. 

7- A leadership style that is bossy, overbearing and intolerant of the failure of others. As James 
said: “But the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and 
good fruits, unwavering, without hypocrisy. And the seed whose fruit is righteousness is sown in peace 
by those who make peace”, (James 3:17-18). 

8- A sense that you are closer to God than other people or that your life or ministry is more 
pleasing to Him. This is a symptom of the profound delusion that we draw closer to God by who we 
are rather than through Jesus. 

9- Pride in your spiritual maturity or discipline, especially as you compare yourself to 
others. True spiritual maturity involves growing up into Christ. When we begin to compare ourselves 
with others, it is obvious that we have lost sight of the true goal – Jesus. 

10- The belief that you are on the cutting edge of what God is doing. This includes thinking that 
you are involved in the most important thing that God is doing. Again this is spiritual pride, self-
centeredness, even if it were true. Those entrusted with the truly important missions have the grace to 
fulfill them because God “gives grace to the humble”, (James 4:6). 



11- A mechanical prayer life. When you start feeling relieved that your prayer time is over, or 
when you have prayed though your prayer list, you should check your condition. You will never 
feel relief when your conversation is over with the One you love. 

12- Doing things so people will notice. This is a symptom of the idolatry of fearing people more than 
we fear God, and it results in a religion that serves people instead of God. 

13- Being overly repulsed by emotionalism. When people who are subject to a religious spirit 
encounter the true life of God, it will usually appear excessive, emotional and demonstrative. 
Remember how David danced when he brought the ark of the God into Jerusalem? And remember this 
repulsed his wife Michal and she was barren from that day on, (2 Samuel 6:23). Such a critical spirit will 
lead to spiritual barrenness. 

14- Using emotionalism as a substitute for the work of the Holy Spirit. Do you think that weeping 
and wailing must accompany repentance? Or that one must “fall under the power” to be truly touched 
by God? Even though both of these can be evidences of the true work of the Holy Spirit, you are 
beginning to move in another spirit if you require these manifestations. 

During Jonathon Edward’s meetings in the First Great Awakening some of the toughest, most rebellious 
men fell on the ground and stayed there for up to 24 hours. Such seemingly strange manifestations 
fuelled the Great Awakening, since these men were truly changed. Even so, Edwards stated men who 
faked these manifestations brought an end to the Great Awakening more than the enemies of the 
revival. 

15- Keeping score in you spiritual life. Do you feel better about yourself because you go to more 
meetings, read your Bible more, or do more things for the Lord than other people do? These are all 
noble endeavors, but the true measure of spiritual maturity is getting closer to the Lord. 

16- Being encouraged when your ministry looks better than others’ ministries. This includes 
getting discouraged when it seems that other ministries are looking better or growing faster. 

17- Glorying more in what God has done in the past than what He is doing in the present. God 
has not changed. He is the same yesterday, today and forever. The veil has been removed. We can be 
as close to God today as anyone in the past. A religious spirit always seeks to focus our attention on 
making comparisons rather than simply drawing closer to Jesus. 

18- The tendency to be suspicious of or oppose new movements or churches. This is an obvious 
symptom of jealousy, a primary fruit of the religious spirit or of pride that asserts that God would not do 
anything without going through us. Of course, the Lord rarely uses people with such a mentality. 

19- The tendency to reject spiritual manifestations that we do not understand. This is a symptom 
of pride and arrogance that presumes our opinions are the same as God’s. True humility keeps us 
teachable and open, patiently waiting for fruit before making judgments. That is why we are exhorted to 
“prove all things, hold fast that which is good”, not what is bad, (1 Thessalonians 5:21). 

20- An overreaction to carnality in the church. Far more carnality likely exists in the church and a lot 
less of the Holy Spirit than even the most critical person would think. We must learn to be delivered 
from our carnality and to grow in our submission to the Holy Spirit. But the critical person will want to 
annihilate those who may still be doing things in the flesh 60 percent of the time, instead of helping 
them along the way. 



21- An overreaction to immaturity in the church. The Lord tolerates a certain amount of immaturity. 
A four year old is immature compared to a 14 year old, but that is okay. In fact, they may be very 
mature for a four year old. The idealistic religious spirit only sees the immaturity without considering the 
other important factors. 

22- The inability to join anything that you do not deem as being perfect or near perfect. The Lord 
joined humans here on earth and even gave His life for the fallen human race. The apostles that he 
called and released to build His church would probably have made most people’s list of “The least likely 
to succeed”. Such will be our nature, too, if we abide in Him. We will not just see people as they are but 
also for whom they can become. 

23- If while reading theses signs you were thinking about how they applied to someone else, 
you may have a serious problem with a religious spirit. 

SCORING ON THE TEST 

Score yourself on this test. Just remember that Paul did not tell us to test our neighbor or our pastor, but 
to test ourselves. Every one of these issues has applied to each one of us and probably a number still 
due because we have not come fully into maturity in Jesus. Also remember that all these are the fruit of 
having eaten from the spiritual Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, and it takes a process of 
having our minds renewed to get free of the religious spirit influence. 

THE FORMS OF A RELIGIOUS SPIRIT 

We not only need to keep from being infected by a religious spirit ourselves but we also need to protect 
ourselves from someone who has a religious spirit. The following are five forms of a religious spirit: a 
counterfeit gift of discernment, a spirit of Jezebel, self-righteousness, the martyr syndrome, and some 
self-help psychology. 

1] THE COUNTERFEIT GIFT OF DISCERNMENT 

A religious spirit gives birth to a counterfeit gift of discernment of spirits. This counterfeit gift thrives on 
seeing what is wrong with others rather than seeing what God is doing to help them along. If you 
checked 4 and 6 on the self-test, you tend to have a counterfeit gift of discernment. Its wisdom is rooted 
in the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and thought the truth may be accurate; it is ministered in a 
spirit that kills. Suspicion, which is motivated by rejection, territorial preservation or general insecurity, 
causes this counterfeit gift. However the true gift of discernment can only function with love. In 2 
Corinthians 11:13-15, Paul warns them about those who minister in a religious spirit that they try to 
place a yoke of legalism on the believers. Religions that are based on works will tend to become violent 
easily, especially when confronted with those who live by faith. This includes “Christian Religions” 
where a doctrine of works has supplanted the cross of Christ. Those who are driven by religious spirits 
may try to destroy the true Christian by onslaughts of slander. 

2] THE SPIRIT OF JEZEBEL 

The Spirit of Jezebel is a combination of the religious spirit and the spirit of witchcraft that is the spirit of 
manipulation and control. This spirit is often found in deeply wounded people. Every trial in our lives will 
either make us bitter or better, and the cross will heal every spiritual wound if we will turn to it. Those 
who are deeply wounded who do not go to the cross can open themselves up to this evil spirit. The 
Jezebel spirit is one of the enemy’s most potent forms of the religious spirit that seeks to keep the 



church and the world from being prepared for the Lord. This spirit attacks the prophetic ministry through 
which the Lord wants to give timely, strategic direction to His people. Jezebel knows that by removing 
the true prophets, the people will be vulnerable to her false prophets, which always leads to idolatry and 
spiritual adultery. When there is a void of the true prophetic word, the people will be much more prone 
to the deception of the enemy. A religious spirit produces religious pride so that God will not 
communicate with those who are proud. In Matthew 15:14, Jesus called the religious leaders of the day 
“blind guides”. A primary strategy of the religious spirit is to get the church devoted to sacrifice in a way 
that perverts the command for us to take up our crosses daily. This perversion will have us putting more 
faith in our sacrifices than in the Lord’s sacrifice. It will also use sacrifices and offerings to try to get God 
to manifest Himself. This is a form of the terrible delusion that we can somehow purchase the grace and 
presence of God with our good works. 

3] SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS 

We do not crucify ourselves for the sake of righteousness, purification, and spiritual maturity or to get 
the Lord to manifest Himself; this is nothing less than conjuring. We are “crucified with Christ” by faith, 
(Galatians 2:20). If we crucify ourselves, it will only result in self-righteousness. This is pride in it most 
base form because it gives the appearance of wisdom and righteousness. In Colossians 2:18-23 Paul 
warns us about pride about how well we are doing compared to others and not on God’s glory. This 
results in our putting confidence in discipline and personal sacrifice rather than in the Lord and His 
sacrifice. It is the motivation behind everything that we do that is important – driven by the Holy Spirit or 
a religious spirit. A religious spirit motivates through fear, guilt or pride and ambition. The Holy Spirit 
motivates through love for Jesus the Son of God. 

In Colossians 2:18-19 Paul explains that people who delight in self-abasement will often be given to 
worshiping angels and taking improper stands on visions they have seen. A religious spirit wants us to 
worship anything or anyone but Jesus. God does not give us revelations to prove our ministry or so 
people will respect us more. The fruit of true revelation will be humility not pride. A religious spirit will 
always feed our pride, whereas true spiritual maturity will always lead to increasing humility. 

4] THE MARTYR SYNDROME 

To be a true martyr for the faith is one of the greatest honors that we can receive in this life. When this 
is perverted, it is a tragic form of deception. When a religious spirit is combined with the martyr 
syndrome, it is almost impossible for that person to be delivered from his deception. At that point any 
rejection or correction is perceived as the price he must bear to “stand for the truth” which drives him 
even farther from the truth and any possibility of correction. The martyr spirit can also be a form of the 
spirit of suicide. It is sometimes much easier to “die for the Lord’ that it is to live for Him. Those who 
have a perverted understanding of the cross often glory more in death than they do in life. The goal of 
the cross is the resurrection, not the grave. 

5] SELF-HELP PSYCHOLOGY 

The self-help psychology movement is a subtle attempt to replace the power of the cross in the church. 
This humanistic psychology is “another gospel” and another form of the religious spirit. In Colossians 
2:6-8 Paul warns us about digging up the old man and trying to get him healed. We need to kill the old 
man and leave him. The way to heal our spiritual wounds is not a procedure or formula but simple 
repentance and forgiveness and taking all negative conclusions and behavior to the cross where we will 
find the perfect love of Jesus to wash away all the bitterness and resentment. In 2 Corinthians 11:3 we 
see salvation is simple. Healing is simple. Deliverance is simple. We are not to add or subtract from the 
Word of God like Eve did when Satan talked to her. Many “Christian” philosophies and therapies seem 
wise, but they attempt to substitute for the Holy Spirit in our lives. Some people do need counseling and 
genuine Christian counselors do lead people to the cross. (There are some counselors who describe 



themselves as “Christian” who have never been to the cross themselves. They cannot lead people 
where they haven’t been themselves.) But others are simply leading people into a black hole of self-
centeredness that will consume them and try to suck in everyone else around them. This philosophy is 
an enemy of the cross of Christ. 

THE TEST OF A TRUE MESSENGER 

In Ezekiel 37 the prophet was taken to a valley full of dry bones and asked if they could live. The Lord 
then commanded him to prophesy to these bones. As he prophesied they came together, came to life, 
and became a great army. This is a test every true ministry must pass. The true prophet can see a 
great army in even the driest of bones. He will prophesy life to those bones until they come to life, and 
then become an army. In Jude 12-16 we see the false prophets as “grumblers and fault-finders”. 

The world is becoming increasingly repulsed by religion. However, when Jesus is lifted up, everyone 
will be drawn to Him. Because the whole creation was created through Him and for Him, we all have a 
huge Jesus-size hole in our soul. Nothing else will every satisfy us or bring us peace but a genuine 
relationship with Him. 

STEPS TOWARDS FREEDOM 

The main order for deliverance from a religious spirit is intercessory prayer that will soften the hardened 
heart of those who are in bondage to the religious spirit so they can in humility be changed. Then the 
religious spirit must be confronted in a process to repent, to renounce and to break all behaviour 
patterns influenced by this spirit. Here is a list of statements that can be used for deliverance as the 
person(s) with Godly sorrow speak them with sincerity, humility and submission to: 

1] REPENT AND RENOUNCE 

Entry Points 
I repent and renounce every opening, known or unknown in my generations that I have given to a 
religious spirit in my family line even back to the 10th generation. 

I repent and renounce every opening, known and unknown in my personal life that I have given to a 
religious spirit, and every work of darkness connected with it. 

Character of God 
I repent for not fully receiving Your love, compassion, mercy, grace and forgiveness and I renounce any 
belief that You, Father are distant and judgmental. I choose to embrace all aspects of Your character 
and to intimately know You. 

I repent for allowing myself to be led by any other spirit than the Holy Spirit. 

Relationships 
I repent for relying on my own intellect in worship, praise, prayer, reading of the Word and spiritual 
Warfare. 
I repent and renounce all legalism, traditions and religious formulas. 
I repent and renounce all participation in dead works. 
I repent and renounce all dullness to the things of God. 
I repent and renounce hardness of heart 
I choose for the oil of Your Holy Spirit to flow across my heart. 



My Behaviour Patterns 
I repent and renounce placing man’s opinion of me above Yours. 
I repent and renounce compromises of the truth, of my integrity and of my purity. 
I repent and renounce all compromises in my attitude toward sin. 
I repent for my lack of transparency for covering sin, for not confessing sin, for not receiving correction 
for being defensive and quick to justify and rationalise my sin. 
I repent and renounce all deception and hypocrisy. 
I repent and renounce all pride, arrogance and self-righteousness. 
I repent and renounce all comparison, judgment, criticism, gossip, jealousy, covetousness and anger. 
I repent and renounce all persecution and slander of those moving in the Holy Spirit. 
I repent and renounce every act of rebellion that has reinforced the spirit of religion in my life. 
I choose to have obedience as my heart attitude. 
I choose to no longer partner with the same spirit that killed Jesus and that continues to attempt to kill 
the work of the Holy Spirit today.  I choose to no longer oppose God. 

2] BREAK 

I break every hex, curse or vow, every spell, incantation or ritual. 
I break every covenant and blood covenant, every sacrifice and blood sacrifice. 
I break every ungodly soul tie, every ungodly generational tie in my family line. 
I break any other legal right, known or unknown, for the spirit of religion to stay. 
Spirit of religion, as the Body of Christ, I and those with me come against you: 
We refuse to allow you to steal our intimate relationship with our Lord. 
We refuse to allow you to kill the flow of the Holy Spirit in us. 
We refuse to allow you to destroy the anointing of others through us. 
We choose to receive the anointing to break the power of the spirit of religion in the Church of Jesus 
Christ in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth. 

3] PROCLAIM THE LORDSHIP PRAYER 
Pray this prayer to invite Jesus to be the Lord and Master of each area of your life. Even for some 
mature Christians, the only reason that the demons are still present in their lives is that Jesus is not 
Lord of one or more areas of their life. Meditate on this prayer for each area of your life and ask the 
Holy Spirit to reveal any hidden sin(s). Repent and confess these sins thereby closing the door to these 
evil spirits. Then these spirits have no legal right to remain and they must go from you, (James 4: 7-10). 
Then a time of refreshing shall come upon you, (Acts 3:19-20). 

Lord Jesus, I confess that I have sinned and I acknowledge my need of You. I thank You for dying on 
the cross for me and I accept You as my Saviour. I invite You now to be Lord of every area of my life: 

Lord of my spirit, all of my worship and my relationship with You; 
Lord of my mind, all my thoughts, all my attitudes and all my behaviour; 
Lord of my emotions, all my feelings and all my reactions; 
Lord of my will and all my decisions; Lord of my body and all my physical health; 
Lord of my eyes and all that I look upon; Lord of my ears and all that I listen to; 
Lord of my mouth and all that I speak; Lord of my hands and all that I do; 
Lord of my feet and everywhere that I go; Lord of my sexuality and all its expression; 
Lord of my family, my entire home, all my pleasure and all my relationships; Lord of my time, all my 
work and all my service for You; 
Lord of my material goods, all my possessions, all my finances and all my needs. 
Thank Jesus that Your blood was shed that I might be set free. You and You alone are my Lord and 
Master, Amen. 

Now that you have repented, renounced and broken all relationships with the spirit of religion and have 
proclaimed Jesus as Lord of every area of your life, walk in freedom with the Holy Spirit. 

 


